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ABSTRACT
Representing Information Collections for
Visual Cognition. (August 2008)
Eunyee Koh, B.S., Seoul National University
Chair of Advisory Committee: Dr. Andruid Kerne
The importance of digital information collections is growing. Collections are
typically represented with text-only, in a linear list format, which turns out to be a
weak representation for cognition. We learned this from empirical research in cogni-
tive psychology, and by conducting a study to develop an understanding of current
practices and resulting breakdowns in human experiences of building and utilizing col-
lections. Because of limited human attention and memory, participants had trouble
finding specific elements in their collections, resulting in low levels of collection uti-
lization. To address these issues, this research develops new collection representations
for visual cognition. First, we present the image+text surrogate, a concise represen-
tation for a document, or portion thereof, which is easy to understand and think
about. An information extraction algorithm is developed to automatically transform
a document into a small set of image+text surrogates. After refinement, the average
accuracy performance of the algorithm was 90%. Then, we introduce the composi-
tion space to represent collections, which helps people connect elements visually in a
spatial format. To ensure diverse information from multiple sources to be presented
evenly in the composition space, we developed a new control structure, the ResultDis-
tributor. A user study has demonstrated that the participants were able to browse
more diverse information using the ResultDistributor-enhanced composition space.
Participants also found it easier and more entertaining to browse information in this
representation. This research is applicable to represent the information resources in
iv
contexts such as search engines or digital libraries. The better representation will en-
hance the cognitive efficacy and enjoyment of people’s everyday tasks of information
searching, browsing, collecting, and discovering.
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1CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Due to the increasing popularity of digital media devices and the abundance of infor-
mation on the web, a broad cross-section of society becomes more and more exposed
to large numbers of digital documents and media elements. People collect meaning-
ful digital information, and their collections become larger and larger. This trend is
further promulgated by the increasing availability and capacity of inexpensive digital
storage devices. However, the representations of collections have not improved ac-
cordingly to support these changes. We are working ethnographically, conceptually,
and algorithmically to understand people’s needs, and develop solutions.
We conducted a user study to understand people’s practices in building and
utilizing collections, paying particular attention to breakdowns. The study results
showed that participants are confronted with the problem of how to keep track of
significant elements within the collections, and even though they built collections of
elements that were useful, most of them are not utilized in relevant contexts of need
because of limits in human attention and memory. To address problems that occurred
in collecting practices, this research develops new representations of documents and
collections for visual cognition.
We first present the image+text surrogates to represent documents (see Figure 1).
Many researchers have demonstrated that the integration of informative image into
a typical text-only representation makes better use of human cognitive resources and
improve browsing and navigation [1]. Image+text surrogates are formed by trans-
forming each document into a small set of concise representations that are easy to
The journal model is IEEE Transactions on Automatic Control.
2Fig. 1. Top: A search result snippet from Google; Bottom: An enhanced search result
snippet with an informative image extracted from the Wikipedia page. This is
an example of an image+text surrogate.
understand and think about. To automatically form the image+text surrogates, we
first developed a surrogate classification algorithm to determine whether surrogate
candidates, clippings from documents, are informative or not. We developed discrim-
inatory features such as tag patterns with our new Document Surrogate Model (DSM)
which utilizes only structural elements in the Document Object Model (DOM) [2]. The
DSM is similar to the “simple, general DOM” (SGDOM) of Phelps and Willensky [3],
except that tags involving hyperlinks are considered significant in the DSM, while
they are not in the SGDOM. The tag pattern is formed to represent the context of a
surrogate candidate by using the immediate tag that defines the candidate’s deepest
element in the tree, and a short sequence of ancestor tags. We developed training data
and classified informative and non-informative surrogate candidates in a supervised
manner using a quadratic classifier [4].
The average classification performance of the surrogate candidate classification
algorithm was 80% accuracy. However, we found the three limitations of this algo-
rithm. First, the performance of the surrogate classification was adversely affected
by outliers in the training data. Second, the tag patterns do not represent the re-
3Fig. 2. Example of a composition space created with the mixed-initiative system, com-
binFormation by a student in the ENDS course.
lationships (e.g., parent-child, sibling, . . . ) among different surrogate candidates
because the pattern does not uniquely identify a document location. Lastly, the al-
gorithm forms surrogate candidates from all sub-trees in the DOM, and filters the
non-informative surrogates later. This produces incorrect results and also is ineffi-
cient.
Hence, we proceeded to develop an information extraction algorithm that au-
tomatically determines the informative content of a given document by ranking the
sub-tree, and then uses the highest ranked sub-tree to extract image+text surrogates.
The informative extraction algorithm maintains a compact representation of the tree
structure while recognizing informative elements. The algorithm is developed in a de-
cision tree manner that utilizes the document structure, eliminating the dependency
on training data by developing decision rules specific to this problem.
The primary decision rule for determining informative content is based on ranking
4the nodes of the DOM tree. The ranking metrics are developed with semantic features
that discriminate informative content. By finding the common parent node that
holds the highest ranked nodes in the DOM tree, the algorithm determines where the
informative content are and enables formation of meaningful image+text surrogates.
A labeled test collection for evaluating this algorithm was not previously avail-
able. Thus, in order to evaluate its performance, we developed a test collection
system, which enables systematically collecting and labeling test data. Using this
system, we collected and labeled over 500 web pages to utilize in the evaluation. The
performance of the information extraction algorithm was 90% accuracy on average,
demonstrating a high level of effectiveness by this approach.
Then, we moved to enhance a new representation for collections, the composi-
tion space (see Figure 2). A collection is typically represented as a linear list. This
representation makes it difficult to visually compare and connect information from
different sources. The composition space is the interactive environment which con-
nects elements visually in a spatial format, using various visual techniques, including
compositing [5]. In mixed-initiative composition, in addition to the user’s direct
manipulation, system agents automatically generate the composition. This supports
participants in directly accessing and browsing information without clicking links. We
developed a new control structure for mixed-initiative composition, the ResultDistrib-
utor, which promotes diversity in the information presented through the composition
space, by structuring the prioritization of document processing. The ResultDistrib-
utor controls the document processing order to be balanced among multiple sources,
like a round-robin scheduling algorithm. User evaluation demonstrated that the par-
ticipants were able to browse more diverse information with the ResultDistributor-
enhanced composition space. Participants also found it easier and more entertaining
to browse information in this modality.
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Fig. 3. Concept map: organization chart of the dissertation structure.
The present research connects ideas from cognitive psychology, ethnography, pat-
tern recognition, information retrieval, algorithms, and human computer interaction
to develop new methods for visually representing collections. The results are applica-
ble to representing information resources in contexts such as search engines and digital
libraries. Representing collections visually, with image+text surrogates and mixed-
initiative composition has the potential to enhance people’s everyday experiences of
information.
This dissertation is organized as follows (see Figure 3). We begin by presenting
the background of this research in Chapter II. Then, Chapter III develops a user
study that investigates people’s needs in building and utilizing digital collections. In
Chapter IV, we present our surrogate classification algorithm. We describe details
of developing significant discriminatory features for the classification, and the exper-
imental results and analysis. Chapter V presents the test collection system that we
6developed to collect and label the test data for evaluating our information extraction
algorithm, which is presented in Chapter VI. The information extraction algorithm
builds upon the surrogate classification algorithm of Chapter IV to automatically
identify the informative content blocks within documents, and generate representa-
tive image+text surrogates. An evaluation of the algorithm using the collected test
data is presented in Chapter VI, as well. Chapter VII shifts from representing in-
dividual surrogates to collections, presenting a new control structure for processing
documents, ResultDistributor. In the final chapter, we draw conclusions on our re-
search.
7CHAPTER II
BACKGROUND
In this chapter, we present the background that motivated our research conceptually.
We explain the definition of the surrogate, typical representation of surrogates, and
some of the related research that develops new representation of surrogates for people.
Then, we present the cognition perspective of the image and text representation.
Finally, composition space and the combinFormation’s mixed-initiative composition
for representing collections are presented.
Specific prior work about ethnography, pattern recognition, information retrieval,
and human computer interaction research approach is presented in the chapter cor-
responding to the related research.
A. Surrogate
A surrogate represents an information resource and enables access to that resource [6].
It is a replacement for an original item, which gives some description of the item, and
how it can be obtained. One typical surrogate is the Google surrogate, an element of
the result set returned by a search query (see Figure 4). People make critical decisions
based on these surrogates, such as choosing which documents to browse, and which to
ignore. They play a fundamental role in people’s process of comparing and choosing
documents. During searching and browsing, the surrogate stands between the user
and the document; thus, we can say that the surrogate eclipses the document. There
are 6.4 billion search queries issued per month in the U.S. alone [7, 8]. 91% of Internet
users are located outside of the U.S. [9]. This suggests over 2 billion queries per day,
globally. Thus, the representation of surrogates is very significant.
8Fig. 4. Linear list of Google surrogate: A typical surrogate representation.
B. Surrogate Representations
The most common presentation technique for displaying web search results is to show
the title, URL, and a short summary of each result. Mostly the summaries show
sentence fragments that match one or more query terms. The use of key sentences
extracted from the text on destination pages has also been tried with encouraging
results for improving web search [10]. Dumais et al. [11] explored the use of hover text
to present additional details about search results based on user interaction. Paek et al.
provide more descriptive text by combining a fish eye lens with progressive exposure
of page content [12].
More hybrid approaches have been applied for the surrogate representation. Mar-
chionini et al. investigated the use of multimodal surrogates for video browsing [13, 14]
by comparing users’ performance and experience using different surrogate formats for
digital videos. Combined surrogates lead to better comprehension and reduced human
processing time. Woodruff et al. investigated the efficacy of “enhanced thumbnails”
as navigational surrogates for documents [15]. They start with a reduced screen shot
9of an entire web page. Each thumbnail is annotated with a larger textual “call out,”
which indicates the presence of a key phrase from a search result set. Users per-
formed significantly better on search tasks with enhanced thumbnails, than they did
with text summaries or plain thumbnails. Our approach, the image+text surrogate,
builds on these results. The image+text surrogate is the integration of informative
image into a typical text-only representation to make better use of human cognitive
resources. The image+text surrogates are formed by transforming document into a
small set of concise representations that are easy to understand and think about.
Many researches have demonstrated the efficacy of this representation for browsing
and navigation. The research reported in this dissertation develops an information
extraction algorithm for the automatic generation of the image+text surrogates.
C. Cognition of Images and Text
In the human working memory system, the visuospatial buffer (which stores mental
images) and the rehearsal loop used for words are complementary subsystems [16].
They support each other in combined image-text knowledge representations. Glen-
berg et al. have established that the combination of an image and descriptive text
promotes the formation of mental models [17], and extends working memory capac-
ity [18]. Carney [19] and Moreno [20] have found that dual coding strategies enhance
cognition during educational experiences of digital media. Text disambiguates images
while engaging complementary cognitive subsystems. Thus, combining images and
text while forming surrogates makes better use of cognitive resources than text alone,
and also image and text format was demonstrated to improve navigation [1].
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D. Composition Space
From the results returned by search engines, the lists of documents in file directory
explorers in computers, and menu of bookmarks provided by web browsers, we can see
that the format typically used to represent collections is the list of textual surrogates.
Composition is an alternative to lists; literally, it means, “the act of putting together
or combining . . . as parts or elements of a whole” [21]. The composition space is an
environment where people can compare, connect and relate information visually in a
collage form using direct manipulation [5, 22]. With design tools that enable layering,
such as changing the elements’ size and color, they can discover new meanings amidst
the information. Figure 5 is an example of a composition that represents areas of the
undergraduate psychology curriculum using combinFormation.
E. combinFormation: Mixed-Initiative Composition
By adding generative agents to the composition space, the space becomes more dy-
namic and stimulating. Combining human direct manipulation with generative agents
results in mixed-initiatives. The present research builds on the mixed-initiative sys-
tem, combinFormation for developing personal collections of information resources
through composition of image and text surrogates [23, 5, 24]. combinFormation is
a system that supports people in searching, browsing, collecting, and composing in-
formation visually and interactively. The system has been developed in Interface
Ecology Lab at Texas A&M University for more than 6 years under the direction
of Dr. Andruid Kerne. The development and evaluation of the system has been
supported by National Science Foundation.
combinFormation assembles results from multiple search queries. Users are able
to collect and compare found information through visual clippings, forming concep-
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Fig. 5. A composition of image and text surrogates representing sets of information
resources for an overview of part of the undergraduate psychology curriculum.
Each surrogate is formed by clipping information elements from source con-
tainers.
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Fig. 6. Mixed-initiative composition: Interactions of human beings and procedural
generation of digital information in the mixed-initiatives visual composition
space.
tual relationships. Like bookmarks, the clippings function as surrogates for source
documents. A fluid interface enables users to express interest (i.e., provide rele-
vance feedback) in each surrogate in-context, with minimal effort. The system agents
respond to interest expressions by crawling, retrieving, and presenting relevant infor-
mation. While interacting with information, users can learn and develop new ideas.
One way to start combinFormation is by mixing multiple queries. Each time a
query is entered, another query input box is dynamically displayed [23]. For each
search query, users can select a search engine or social information service, includ-
ing Google, Yahoo, Flickr, or Delicious. combinFormation processes each search by
sending the query to the selected engine, obtaining the result set, downloading the
result pages, and extracting image and text information clippings. The image and
text clippings function as semiotic and navigational surrogates that represent the re-
sult documents. The system agent selects these surrogates one at a time, and, over
time, combines them visually into a composition space for the user. The user can
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concurrently interact with the image and text surrogates in the composition space by
rearranging, resizing and changing design. Agent and user actions are interleaved, in a
mixed-initiative composition (see Figure 6). Transparent borders, which create visual
connection, can be turned on or off for each surrogate. The color of text shading and
the font can be manipulated. When the user brushes a surrogate with mouse-over,
s/he sees in-context metadata details on demand. S/he can navigate to the source
web pages using the navigate tool. While browsing the web, s/he can also drag and
drop interesting information into the composition space, and make notes (annotate)
using the text edit tool.
This research enhances the existing approach in combinFormation by developing
an information extraction algorithm that enables generating more meaningful and
representative image+text surrogates. Also, the ResultDistributor enables the gen-
eration of diverse information evenly from multiple sources in the mixed-initiative
composition. We evaluated the ResultDistributor by integrating it into combinFor-
mation’s mixed-initiative composition, and found that the participants were able to
browse more diverse information easily in this modality. Before we explain the details
of our research approaches, we start from presenting our ethonographic user study
that discovered people’s experience and needs with collections in next chapter.
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CHAPTER III
I KEEP COLLECTING
This chapter presents an ethnographic study to develop understanding of current
practices and resulting breakdowns in people’s experiences of building and utilizing
collections.
Dick is a graduate student in industrial engineering. As he is a research assistant,
his work involves writing research papers. He regularly searches for and collects
relevant prior work from the Internet and digital libraries. He collects articles and
URLs on his own computer. He utilizes this collection regularly. Jane is a visualization
lab student. She collects many images and pictures for class work such as animation,
and also for fun. Some of these are photographs she has taken; some come from
the Internet. She is also a student worker in the university newspaper. She collects
images to support this activity, as well. These examples illustrate the contexts in
which students are making collections, and provide a sense of the scope of collections
and collecting activities addressed by this paper. We define collecting as people’s
practices of putting together archives of information elements, such as hyperlinks,
documents, images, audio, and video, with the intention of creating and supporting
meaningful, engaging, and useful experiences.
Due to popularity of digital media devices and the abundance of information
on the web, a broad cross-section of society becomes more and more exposed to
large numbers of digital documents and media elements. People are confronted with
the problem of how to keep track of significant elements within the stream of this
experience. They begin collecting, and again due to the preponderance of meaningful
digital information and media, the collections become larger and larger. This trend is
further promulgated by the increasing availability and capacity of inexpensive digital
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storage devices.
However, a wealth of information creates a poverty of attention [25]. The dispar-
ity between the growing amount of information and media that people are collecting
in practice, and their fixed amount of attention, is leading to breakdowns in their
collecting experiences. According to Winograd and Flores, breakdowns occur when
there is a discrepancy between our expectations and actions, and the world [26].
Breakdowns can serve as an opportunity for learning, because they identify impor-
tant parts of tasks and activities, and can provoke the articulation of new user needs
and design requirements. This section presents research that investigates breakdowns
in collecting practices.
The study has been conducted with college students. College students tend to
be fast movers in the face of ongoing technological transformation. 81% of them go
online. Many of them can scarcely imagine what the world was like way back when
people weren’t always connected to the net, “Always on” [8]. The Pew Internet and
American Life Project, reporting on 2054 students from 27 college and university, says
that nearly 73% of college students use the Internet more than the library, while only
9% said they use the brick and mortar libraries more than the Internet for information
searching [27]. College students typify the category of power creators, which Pew has
identified as an important constituency of Internet users [27]. Power creators are
twice as likely to engage in content creating activities as other Internet users [27].
This research is to develop understanding of current practices and resulting
breakdowns in building and utilizing digital collections. We have investigated the
practices of college students by interviewing them, and observing the collections that
they build. We also gathered quantitative data about collection building and utiliza-
tion practices. From this understanding, we will infer implications for the design of
new tools to support these processes. The research in this chapter is published in
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European Conference on Digital Libraries 2006 [28].
A. Background
Prior studies have investigated the usage of tools for building and utilizing collections
in specific media, such as email [29], bookmarks [30, 31], and files [32]. Some studies
have offered classifications of user behavior with various collection tools. Malone
identified two fundamental strategies in office management: filing and piling [33],
focusing on the organization activities. Whittaker and Sidner [34] observed three
email management strategies: frequent filer, spring cleaner, and no filer. Balter [29]
extended this classification by dividing the no-filer class into folder-less cleaner and
folder-less spring-cleaner, depending on whether items are deleted from the inbox on
a daily basis. Abrams et al. [30] described four bookmark management strategies: no-
filer, creation-time filer, end-of-session filer, and sporadic filer. Barreau and Nardi [35]
looked at the types of information manage by users, identifying three types based
on lifetime and use: ephemeral, working, and archived. They noted the relative
importance of ephemeral/working items retrieved by location-based browsing over
archived items and the use of search. However, as the information age matures, it
seems that the importance of archiving grows.
While each of the previously mentioned works addresses utilization of a single
collection medium, Jones et al. conducted a study that traverses collecting practices
involving e-mail, images, document addresses (URLs), and documents [31]. They
investigated various methods people use in their workplace to organize information for
re-use. They found that people differ in their collection building practices according
to their job position and their relationship to the information. Their study is similar
to the present research in its addressing of multiple collection media, as well as in
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the number of experimental subjects, and the social proximity of the subjects to
the researchers. Boardman et al. [32] also collected cross-tool data relating to file,
email and web bookmark usage. They found that individuals employ a rich variety of
strategies both within and across collection tools, and discuss synergies and differences
between tools, to guide the design of tool integration. The data underlined the
challenge of the collection tool design by addressing that future design work must take
account of the variation in strategies by providing the flexibility to manage different
types of information in distinct way. They observed that people usually browse rather
than search to find relevant elements in their collections. In addition, they found
that the slow-changing nature of hierarchical representations may benefit users by
promoting familiarity with the personal information environment. Such familiarity, in
turn, supports location-based finding, for which users expressed a clearer preference.
The present research focuses on human experiences of collecting and the role of
collections across a broad range of meaning-making activities and digital media. Some
prior work has addressed particular media, such as web pages or email. Some has
focused on well-defined scenarios regarding information filing, finding, and manage-
ment. This study investigates processes of collection building and utilization across
media and tools through open questions about participants’ situated practices, in or-
der to discover how they engage in collecting throughout their everyday activities. We
use a hybrid data collection approach, in which qualitative data from open questions
is augmented by quantitative data about collection building and utilization.
B. Study Description
To investigate power users’ collection building and utilizing practices, we performed
a study consisting of interviews of 20 college students. The study brought together
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Fig. 7. College students’ digital collection examples. Top-Left: a personal paper collec-
tion saved in file folders. Top-Right: a published personal collection of papers
on the web to share with others. Bottom-Left: a personal image collection in
a file folder. Bottom-Right: a published personal collection of images on the
web for sharing.
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narrative accounts, interview questionnaires, and examples of their digital collections
(see Figure 7) in order to investigate how they currently build and utilize collections
as part of everyday life. Students were informed that they were participating in a
study, and that their responses would be recorded, and anonymously recounted in a
research paper.
Participants were distributed by gender and academic concentration. Ten stu-
dents were male and the other ten were female. There were eight undergraduate
students and twelve graduate students. Students’ majors were diverse, including
computer science, visualization, aerospace engineering, statistics, landscape design,
industrial engineering, and history. The interviews were conducted with participants
at their offices or homes, so they could show artifacts from their personal computers.
The interviews were semi-structured and open-ended. We did not limit the dia-
logue to our pre-formulated questions. We also did not place any limits on the media
type or representational forms of the collections we investigated. Rather, we consid-
ered any type of personal collection. We spent 60-90 minutes with each participant to
explore the kinds of collections they made, their processes of using and organizing the
collections, the collection tools they used, and their overall experiences of collecting.
While conducting the study, the interviewer was guided by an agenda of relevant
research questions:
• To what extent do you think intentionally about your needs for collecting digital
information prior to actually doing so?
• What activities are involved in your collection building processes?
• How do you feel about spending time through collection making processes?
• How many elements are in your collections?
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• Which tool(s) or mechanism(s) do you use to build collections?
• How often do you make / refer to / organize collections?
• What types of inconveniences and breakdowns do you encounter during building
and utilizing digital collections?
• What are your strategies for coping with breakdowns in your experiences of
building and utilizing collections?
• What are your suggestions for future collection tools?
We recorded and screen-copied examples of collections participants built, and took
notes of interviews. After each interview, participants filled out a survey question-
naire.
C. Study Results
We analyzed the study data in terms of the distribution of activities, significance,
type, and quantity of information elements involved, as well as the kinds of mecha-
nisms people used for building and utilizing collections. We also investigated their
frequency of involvement in collecting. Quantitative and qualitative data and its anal-
ysis will show participants’ collection building and utilizing practices and behavior.
Quantitative data is collected by participants’ self reports of their personal collection
practices. We value more the participants’ self reporting data, because what they un-
derstand about their collection is at least as significant as what they actually have in
their digital devices. When participants are utilizing and referring to their collections,
they interact with the collections based on their understanding.
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1. Collection Building and Utilizing
We looked at collection building and utilizing practices in terms of the stance par-
ticipants brought into the process of collecting, the patterns and expectations that
occurred in these processes and the ways in which users perceived success and failure.
2. Intention and Need
Participants were asked whether they thought about the need for collecting prior to
engaging in processes of seeking digital information. All participants expressed aware-
ness of a personal ongoing deliberate intention and need to be involved in collection
building and utilizing practices.
3. Activities and Significance
The participants reported collecting digital media materials that support a range of
personal and work-related activities. The personal media included photographs taken
by themselves and friends, as well as popular media elements such as music, movie
star pictures, and art images. As the subjects were students, their work is learning
and research, so the materials here included class notes and research papers. Students
whose majors are related to design collect many image files as part of their school
work. From this data, we see that the participants’ collecting activities are conducted
in relationship to the span of significant activities in their lives.
4. Frequency and Time Period
One hundred percent of participants report that they build and utilize collections
regularly. Of these, more than half utilize collections more than one hour per week.
In more detail, 18% of participants said that they spend more than one hour per
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day on collection building; 10% spend one hour per day engaged in the collection
process; 27% said that they spend more than one hour per week and less than one
hour a day; while 27% spend one hour a week; and 18% of participants spend one
hour per month. However, participants do not have a specific time frame scheduled
for collection building and utilizing. It is something they do spontaneously, as part
of a range of tasks and activities (P3: “I build and utilize collections regularly, and I
engage in this process during spare time and while I am taking rest.”).
5. Worthwhile or Useless
Participants were asked how they feel about spending time on collection building and
utilization. 46% of participants said that they experience the process as meaningful
and worthwhile. 18% of participants answered that they find it somewhat meaningful.
9% of participants answered that their experience is neither worthwhile nor useless.
27% of participants said that they experience collecting as rather useless. Those
participants who answered rather useless said that they nonetheless continue to engage
in the collection building process; they experience it as necessary and meaningful
initially, but after a while, their engagement seems to be performed in vain. They said
that a collection is not worthwhile if they do not utilize it well, and they seldom utilize
most parts of their collections because of the huge volume of collected information.
6. Collection Types
All participants said that they build image, music, and/or movie collections. The
sources of the images are from digital cameras, camera phones, and the Internet.
Twenty-two percent of participants have 50-100 images in their collection; another
22% keep 100-500 images; while 56% keep more than 5000 image collections. Par-
ticipants said they mostly obtain music from music downloading services or their
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Fig. 8. Number of elements participants collect, by media type.
friends’ collections. Thirty-three percent of participants keep 50-100 music files, 33%
keep 100-500 files, and 34% keep more than 500 music files in their collections. Movie
files are obtained through similar means, such as downloading services or creation
with a video camera. Twenty-two percent of participants keep 10-50 movie files; an-
other 22% keep 50-100 movie files; another 22% keep 100-500 movie files; while 34%
keep more than 500 movie files in their collections (see Figure 8).
Participants also collect documents such as Word files and PDF files. 56% of
participants keep 100-500 documents; 44% keep more than 500 documents in their
collections. They also collect web documents in the form of hyperlinks (URLs). 11%
of participants keep 1-10 URLs, 33% keep 10-50 URLs, 45% keep 50-100, and 11%
keep 100-500 URLs in their collections. Compared to the other media collections,
participants keep fewer URLs, because web documents are easier to search for.
7. Collection Mechanism
In terms of what is stored, there are three ways to build digital collections: (1) save
the files themselves; (2) extract some parts from files and save only those parts; (3)
save the location of files. Participants use whatever tools and structures are at hand
to build their collections; for example, files, folders, bookmarks, and e-mail.
All participants said that they make file folders for file collections. There are also
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within-file collections, in which small elements of information from diverse sources are
gathered into a single file. Participants said that they used Excel, Word, Photoshop,
and Notepad to build this type of within-file collection. They used drawn lines,
tables and newline characters (vertical whitespace) to spatially distinguish elements
in a within-file collection. When participants save URLs of web pages, they usually
use bookmarks, but they also use e-mail, so that those URLs can be utilized from the
other computers (P9: “I am not using bookmarks at all. Instead I keep URLs in my
email because I use three computers; my office computer, my home computer, and my
laptop, so I can look at important URLs from any of my computers.”).
8. Levels of Engagement with Collections
We observe that in general, people collect information and media with the intention
of later referring to the collected elements for use. Sometimes, they actually get to
this process of referring. Further, sometimes, with collections that are important,
they take steps to organize the form of the collection. Referring and organizing are
aspects of collection utilization.
While participants accessed the Internet daily, their activities of selecting ele-
ments to add to their collections, referring to the collections, and organizing them
occurred less frequently (See Figure 9 Top). The frequency of these activities can
be categorized in three tiers. All of the subjects accessed the Internet daily. At
the same time, 43% of them engaged in collection building and referring on a daily
basis, while 36% did so on a weekly basis, and the remaining 21% engaged in such
activities monthly. The difference between Internet access frequency and collection
building/referring frequency was statistically significant [F (2,26) = 3.67, p < 0.01].
While distribution of the participants’ collection building frequency and collection
referring frequency were the same, these distributions are independent and do not
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Fig. 9. Top - participants’ Internet access and collection building, referring, and orga-
nizing frequency; Bottom - rate at which participants’ collections are unutilized
and abandoned.
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necessarily refer to the same participant. The third tier of engagement with collec-
tions is to organize them; 36% of the subjects did this weekly, 57% did it monthly, and
the last 7% reported they never did it at all. The last group corresponds, for example,
to Abrams, “no-filers” [30]. The frequency of engaging in collection building/referring
was again greater than that of collection organizing in a statistically significant man-
ner [F (2,26) = 3.45, p < 0.002]. This shows that people refer to their collections as
much as they build the collections, but they rarely organize their collections.
9. Collection Sharing
The study data shows that participants share their collections with other people, and
also across several computers. 85% of participants said that they have their own blogs
or personal web sites and publish some of their collections to share with others. These
published collections may in turn function as source materials for others’ collection
building processes.
As mentioned above, one participant (P4) keeps URLs in email in order to access
them from different computers. All participants said that they use several computers
in different places. Participants use portable devices to carry their digital media
materials or store them in network accessible spaces in order to share among different
computers and as well as with others.
10. Breakdowns in Collection Practice
We investigated discrepancies between participants’ expectations, and their expe-
riences in practices of collecting. Our goal in identifying these breakdowns is to
articulate user needs and design requirements. The most common breakdowns that
participants experienced during the present study arose during their practices of re-
ferring, organizing, and finding things in their collections (P15: “I initially made
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URL collections using bookmarks without any folder structure and renaming. Later,
I had trouble finding a specific URL in it, so I deleted all my bookmarks and made
folders with renaming. After this experience, I became more cautions about adding
and renaming URLs to the collection.”). They said that they initially didn’t have
trouble finding elements in collections they built, but as time elapsed after collection
building, it became more difficult to remember what is in the collections, and where.
Recall, a problem of limited human attention, becomes a problem (P12: “I had really
important data in my collections, but I cannot find it! Could you make a program
for me?”). As the set of collections they own grows larger, it becomes difficult to
remember all of them. Even though they sometimes don’t have any clue of where
the elements are, they said that they start browsing their collections first rather than
searching. When they don’t find the elements in the expected location, they use a
search tool (P13: “I seldom organize my collection very well, so I went through all
folders one by one sequentially trying to find a certain file. Sometimes, I forgot what
I saved, so I searched the web instead of the collections, and saved the same thing
again.”). However, they may not even remember what to search for.
As mentioned above, 27% of participants said that collection building is some-
what useless because most parts of their collections are not utilized, and thus aban-
doned. Participants were asked what percent of their digital collections remain unuti-
lized. At least 40% of the participants’ collections are abandoned (See Figure 9 Bot-
tom); 27% of participants said that 90% of their collections are abandoned; another
27% of participants indicate that 80% of their collections are abandoned; for 20% of
participants 70% of collections are abandoned; 14% of participants have a 60% aban-
donment rate; 6% of participants have 50% abandoned collections; another 6% have
40% abandoned collections. Nonetheless, participants continue to engage in collecting
(P4: “Even though I am not using most of my collections and I sometimes think what
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I’ve built is useless, I keep building collections.”).
The participants initially build their collections with the intention of using them
later. However, most collected material is not utilized because of trouble remembering
and finding what has been collected. They lack effective means for referring to their
collections. Collections are abandoned not because the information and media they
contain are useless, but because of breakdowns in utilization practice.
11. Reasons for Collection Building
Participants were asked why they still build collections even though they do not utilize
most parts of them. Like P14 (“Wow, I realize that I am not using most parts of my
collections, around 90%”), they are often unaware that they are not utilizing most
of what they collect. However, all participants still build collections from some sense
that they will need the collected information elements later (P6: “I want to save
time on searching when I need a document in the future. That is my main reason
for continuing to build collections.”). They collect media files to enjoy and also to
share with others. Participants collect information that seems meaningful, useful and
needed. They collect media that seems fun, unique, and consonant with their personal
tastes. They make collections not for the definite promise of later utility, but from
some intuitive sense of meaning and value.
12. Using Semantics to Represent Collections
Through the study, we observed that participants create semantic structures to orga-
nize their collections using any available affordances. They build their own structures
for meaningfully representing their collections for usage later.
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13. Developing Informal Metadata Schemas
All participants said that they make hierarchical directory structures to organize and
manage their collections. They make folders based on contents, dates, semantic iden-
tifiers related to tasks or activities, or other categories that are somehow significant
to them. Participants said that folder structures are created and changed because
collections are added and deleted continuously.
Participants said that they rename files and file folders using metadata such as
date, location, title, or author in order to help find them later. Renaming is important
for search also. They seek to remember which words they used to rename files, in
order to reuse them later when they browse and search their collections. Several
participants mentioned strategies other than renaming for keep tracking of collected
material. For example, they create index files inside of folders so that they can know
what they contain (P6: “Inside file folders, I make a ‘readme’ file to look at it later.
This will help me to remember what the collection is about. In the individual file, I
rename the file, and in addition to that, I put an explanation about the content in the
first line.”).
We identify participants’ practices such as renaming elements and creating hi-
erarchical folder structures for representing important and large collections as the
development of informal metadata schemas. They found ways to develop informal
metadata schemas even in the absence of tools that support extensible field creation.
They used the single accessible field afforded by existing tools that is the file or link
name, to store the metadata. This practice was mostly spontaneous, occurring with-
out an ontological plan. It was conducted informally and incrementally, as a series of
situated actions [36]. This is an example of incremental formalism [37].
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14. Suggestions
Participants were asked what new functionalities would be helpful in tools for col-
lection building and utilization. Categories were not specified. Participants could
mention whatever was on their minds. Participants’ suggestions addressed areas such
as collection utilization statistics display, filing assistance, and collection privacy sup-
port. They wanted help in renaming their collection materials in order to make the
structure consistent, to make it easier to find materials later. They also asked for
cues such as a ‘visited count,’ which shows how many times the owner read the file,
in their collection representations and search and browsing environments to support
finding specific materials. They liked the way desktop search is moving to assist col-
lection utilization, however, they wanted their private files to be processed differently
(P13: “I have a big paper collection, but it is hard to find the paper I need when I
need it using search tools supported in Windows. I tried Google desktop search, and
it is pretty good, but one time I was a little embarrassed because a file that I wanted
to keep private was retrieved as a search results when I was with my friend”).
D. Implications for Design
Study participants invest substantial personal effort and resources into processes of
building and utilizing collections. Their persistence in collecting in spite of break-
downs conveys the sense that they need to keep collecting to support a range of
activities that span personal and work-related parts of their lives. In this section we
examine participants’ engagement with collections and the needs they express, and
extrapolate from these, while considering human cognitive facilities and emerging
technological capabilities. The result is to derive implications and ideas for designers
of systems that support collection building and utilization.
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The data shows that participants’ breakdowns were centered in processes of col-
lection utilization. They had trouble finding specific elements in their collections,
and even though they built collections of elements that were useful, most of them are
not utilized in the relevant context because of limited human attention and memory.
They forget what to look for and where. Abandoned collections consume disk space,
and more importantly, human attention during browsing, which is people’s first choice
for how to refer to collections.
We propose prescriptions to address breakdowns discovered in this study. Since
the discovered breakdowns generally involve limitations of human understanding of
collections, the prescriptions involve making better use of individual visual cognitive
resources, sharing collections, and the definition of collection semantics. The first
prescription addresses breakdowns that involve forgetting what has been collected,
by using representations for collections that better cue human memory. The next pro-
posed solution is based on ambient displays that use peripheral attention and changes
over time for individual and collaborative interaction with collection visualizations.
Other user needs that result from analysis of the breakdowns involve distributed tools
for collection sharing, and the automatic generation of metadata schemas.
We can take steps to help people keep track of their collected information, by
making better utilization of human memory capabilities. It is a well-accepted princi-
ple of cognitive science that in the working memory system, the visuospatial buffer,
which stores mental images, and the rehearsal loop used for text are complementary
subsystems [16]. Thus, dual coding strategies that represent the elements stored in
a collection with images as well as text will improve memory utilization [16, 19], and
contribute to helping people find elements while browsing. Thus, we can provide users
with tools that support them in developing and generating visual index representa-
tions of their collections, which integrate images and text. These representations will
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be easier to remember, promote recognition, and facilitate the formation of mental
models [17]. Since collection representations function as visual communication, either
from a user to her/himself or between users, visual design principles must be applied.
Developing representations during collection-building and explicit organization
activities is one solution. But people don’t have sufficient attention to work on repre-
senting all the elements of their collections. Another prescription develops peripheral
ambient visualizations that gradually display elements from collections over time.
Ambient visualizations use time as a dimension in collection visualization. They can
represent personal and group collections, engaging human attention without requiring
it. Ambient or mixed-initiative visualizations can be deployed on a dedicated display,
as a screensaver, or in a window that receives human attention only periodically. The
set of collections that get visualized can be specified explicitly by users, and/or by
an agent like mixed-initiative composition that uses clues, such as people’s interest.
For example, a large display in a collaborative environment such as a research lab or
departmental work area can visualize collected materials that represent information
relevant to current projects and research. This method can jog memories and pro-
mote serendipity, to facilitate individual and collaborative utilization of meaningful,
useful and important elements in collections. Affordances that enable privacy will be
required.
Additionally, we have seen that sharing with others is an important motivation for
peoples’ collecting practices. People utilize and collect information on multiple com-
puters and devices in different locations. This can cause access problems, when the
person is in one place, and the needed information is somewhere else. One initiative
that addresses this is ‘del.icio.us’, which supports URL collection sharing. del.ico.us
enables users to tag URLs while collecting. It shows the metadata that others have
used, and enables social browsing through these relationships. We believe this is a
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start for sharing collections and their semantics. New collection tools need to consider
people’s social and distributed collection-sharing intentions and enable collecting ac-
tual objects as well as references, while considering accessibility and privacy. Deeper
semantic structures than single tags will also add value. These functionalities need
to be integrated with editing, saving, browsing, and searching in order to best use
limited human attention.
The findings of Czerwinski et al. [38] and Marshall et al. [39] are similar to what
we have found in this ethnographic study. They mentioned that recording, creating,
receiving, storing, and accumulating digital materials is easy, but managing and using
them sensibly is difficult, especially as time passes and their immediacy fades. It is
obvious that many people are confronted with the problem of referring to specific
information in their personal collections, especially as the collections become larger
and older. The implications for design that we derive are quite different from what
they present. They focused more on software that controls distributed storage. They
develop heuristic notions of the value of information. They also mentioned visualiza-
tion and representation, but they didn’t address what kinds of visualization will help
to address the breakdowns. This research develops more concrete idea to address
breakdowns that humans experience while utilizing personal digital collections, by
providing better representations for individual information elements and collections.
Our study participants display tenacity in their involvement in processes of col-
lecting. They explicitly express the intention and need to be involved in ongoing
practices of collecting. They collect digital media materials involved in a broad range
of activities, spanning personal and work relationships, which make up their everyday
experiences. Their collection artifacts directly signify, relate to, and support these
activities. Thus, collections and the process of collecting, itself, play important roles
in how people create meaning in their lives.
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Participants engage in collection building and utilizing activities regularly, even
though it is not mandatory, and even though problems arise in the user experience.
They keep collecting in spite of breakdowns. Better representations can help support
these processes, by making better use of human attention.
The following chapters present our research approaches to better representations
of digital information. The first approach follows the prescription of presenting doc-
uments with the integrated image and text surrogates by developing an algorithm
to automatically generate such representation. The second approach follows the pre-
scription of ambient visualization by enhancing the generation of diverse information
in the mixed-initiative composition space with the ResultDistributor. The next chap-
ter starts by explaining our first algorithmic approach to forming the image+text
surrogate generation.
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CHAPTER IV
INFORMATION EXTRACTION ALGORITHM: SURROGATE
CLASSIFICATION THROUGH PATTERN RECOGNITION
People require better representations of documents. They have limited time and at-
tention to find documents in their collections. To help people negotiate the cognitive
load inherent in managing large collections of documents, we develop an algorithm
for automatically transforming documents to form these representations. The im-
age+text surrogates may be formed by breaking a document down into a set of smaller
elements, each of which functions as a surrogate candidate. While processing these
surrogate candidates from an HTML document, relevant information may appear
together with less useful junk material, such as navigation bars and advertisements.
This section develops a pattern recognition based approach for eliminating junk
while building the set of the image and text surrogate candidates. The approach
defines features on candidate elements, and uses classification algorithms to make
selection decisions based on these features. For the purpose of defining features in
surrogate candidates, we introduce the Document Surrogate Model (DSM), a stream-
lined Document Object Model (DOM)-like representation of semantic structure. Us-
ing a quadratic classifier, we were able to eliminate junk surrogate candidates with an
average classification rate of 80%. By using this technique, semi-autonomous agents
can be developed to more effectively generate surrogate collections for users. The
research in this chapter is published in ACM Document Engineering 2007 [40].
A. Background
Prior research has developed valuable methods for modeling web page documents,
defining useful feature sets, and using the features to recognize structures within
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these documents. EXALG [41] is an algorithm that extracts structured data from
a collection of web pages with a common template. EXALG first discovers the un-
known template that generated the pages and uses the discovered template to extract
data from the input pages. Arasu et al. developed two novel concepts, equivalence
classes and differentiating roles, to discover this template [41]. Pages are grouped
into sets of equivalent pages based on the presence of common patterns in HTML
structure. EXALG constructs a template based on the equivalence classes of multiple
pages from each site. EXALG works well for many sites and pages, but there are
several limitations. One is that it requires a large amount of space to save the tem-
plates. Additionally, EXALG cannot model web pages for which a sufficient number
of equivalent pages do not exist.
IEPAD [42] is a system that automatically discovers extraction rules from web
pages. IEPAD can automatically identify a record boundary by repeated pattern
mining and multiple sequence alignment. The discovery of repeated patterns is re-
alized through data structures called “Practical Algorithm to Retrieve Information
Encoded in Alphanumerics” (Patricia, or PAT) trees. A PAT tree discovers patterns
in the encoded token string, so it only can see patterns of some parts of a web page.
Therefore, this technique is applicable to the extraction of data from highly regular
documents with repeating structures, such as search result pages, as evidenced by
the experimental collections used in [42]. In the present work, we also define a tree
structure (called a Document Surrogate Model), to find tag patterns, but our method
is different because it can model patterns in the overall structure of the page.
InfoDiscoverer [43] partitions a page into several content blocks according to the
HTML tag <table> in a web page. Based on statistics on the occurrence of table
tag features in the set of pages, it calculates an entropy value for each feature. The
entropy of a content block is defined according to the value of each feature within that
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content block. Lin et al. found that each page consists of some informative content
blocks that can function as distinguishing parts, whereas other non-distinguishing
content blocks are more or less the same throughout certain page subsets. We agree
that document content blocks can be usefully identified by HTML tag patterns, but
it strikes us that the method of identifying content blocks by defining features only
through <table> tags can be improved upon. We construct content blocks based on
a larger set of HTML tags, so that we can identify patterns in a larger class of pages.
This is especially important due to recent changes in the way that web pages are
authored. Currently, developers often use Cascading Style Sheets (CSS) [44] as well
as tables in order to structure formatting.
Rowe et al. [45] investigated the automatic identification of advertisements within
web pages. They performed several experiments to validate various techniques that
identify advertisements. They developed a set of features for both image ads and
associated texts. In our work, we borrow some of these concepts, such as the presence
of a difference between the Internet domain of an image and that of its containing
web page.
The present research addresses a problem similar to but different from this rele-
vant prior work. Unlike EXALG [41] and IEPAD [19], we need to be able to process
all sorts of HTML documents, not just highly structured ones, such as templated web
sites and search engine result sets. We build on [45], extending the definition of junk
beyond advertisements. Further, we develop the Document Surrogate Model specif-
ically to represent the structural relationships among surrogate candidates within a
document.
Further, a number of the approaches reviewed above attempt to extract infor-
mation automatically without any human input [41, 43]. As we have seen, purely
automatic information extraction has limitations. The applicable scope tends to be
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limited to certain web sites. It is difficult to extract information once the style of
HTML documents change. In order to extract information from large and diverse
collections of documents, it is necessary to utilize human cognitive feedback in col-
lecting training data that can be used later by procedural classifiers to build models of
junk candidate surrogates. This is the essence of our pattern recognition techniques,
a semi-autonomous process. In our preliminary technique, we define the features for
identifying surrogates, the procedure for gathering training data, the algorithms for
classification, and the results produced.
B. Surrogate Features
In a general pattern recognition approach, feature sets are constructed to measure
certain properties of the data. Sample data can then be represented in a Euclidean
space by using the various values of the specified features as coordinates. However,
there is no known automatic method for deriving a good feature set; the most reliable
metric for feature set performance being classification rate. Feature set determination
is a critical part of this work. In choosing our features, we have built upon the work
of Rowe et al. [45], and EXALG [41], but have also designed new features for the
purpose of increasing the separability of the data in feature space.
Our feature set is heavily dependent on tag patterns, the nested set of Document
Object Model (DOM) element tags, which contextualize the structured markup of
text within a document. Tag patterns are useful for locating "junk," because junk
elements are often found in similarly structured regions within HTML documents.
For example, advertising companies supply their advertisements using consistently
structured HTML tags. Navigational toolbars also tend to be formed with repetitive
markup. Unfortunately it is impossible to simply write rules to describe the tag
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patterns for junk. It is necessary, instead, to form statistical models from real world
data in which humans identify junk in context.
Tag patterns are a vector of the tags surrounding a given element within the
HTML document. For example suppose we are given the following HTML code.
<body> To Do List
<ul>
<li>Do branch merge</li>
<li>Fix bug id #10 in release 1.1</li>
</ul>
</body>
A three-element tag pattern for "Do branch merge" would look like something like
this.
<li><ul><body>
If we were to construct a tag pattern for the second item in the list the same tag
pattern would result.
The Document Surrogate Model (DSM) serves as a structural mechanism for
constructing features based on tag patterns. Each tag in the pattern is a feature,
and is represented as a dimension in the feature space. In constructing a feature set
for surrogate candidates, we have drawn from the prior work but have also added
DSM-based patterns. We have also added new features based on our general expe-
rience with authoring, reading, and examining the source code for web pages. We
have constructed two feature sets: one for images and one for textual elements, as
summarized in Table I.
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Table I. Document surrogate features.
Type Features
Image
width, height, aspect ratio, alt string length, image name length,
image hosted in same domain, ascending 6 tag patterns
Text
length of text, number of non alpha-numeric characters, ascending
8 tag patterns
For image surrogate candidates, we consider image width, height and aspect ratio
as per Rowe et al [45]. We also consider the alt attribute of the img tag. We use
the length of the alt string, because in general, advertisers do not make a practice
of utilizing them substantially. For example, on the home page of cnn.com, for all
advertisements, the alt attribute = “Advertisement”. Lastly we also include a Boolean
feature that indicates whether an image is hosted in the same domain as the document
or not, since advertisements are usually hosted on outside domains [45].
For text surrogate candidates, it has been our experience that strings containing
a large number of non-alphanumeric characters are usually non-informative. We have
also noted that advertisements and navigation elements tend to be short in overall
length. For this reason, we also consider the total text length as a feature, since
longer text elements tend to be more representative of document content.
C. Document Surrogate Model
The Document Object Model (DOM) is a tree-structured representation of a docu-
ment [2] that represents markup and text. We introduce the Document Surrogate
Model (DSM), a streamlined document tree, in which the significant leaves are sur-
rogates, instead of text nodes. This tree contextualizes surrogate candidates in the
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document structure in which they were authored. HTML is parsed to form the DSM,
which in turn is used to facilitate the extraction of tag pattern features. The DSM
is formed to facilitate representation of the important meanings in documents, and
manipulation of such representations.
The DSM is not a complete parse tree; it focuses on capturing the structural
elements of the document that are significant for the purpose of surrogate identifica-
tion, classification, and contextualization. Some markup elements, such as text styles,
are discarded, enabling some text and markup DOM nodes to be merged. Addition-
ally, surrogate candidate nodes contain references to their parent nodes in the DSM,
thus enabling easy and quick discovery of structural relationships between surrogate
candidates.
The most significant departure from the DOM is the use of surrogate candidates
rather than text nodes. In a DOM, the content or "text" of the document is com-
pletely represented by the text nodes. Extracting just the text nodes from a DOM
results in the complete text of the document, but without any of the document struc-
ture. From the perspective of representing the set of meanings in a document, it
makes sense to consider images as part of the "text" of a document. To do this, we
extend the notion of a “text node” to function conceptually, beyond the raw markup
structure, by including images, or any other media format.
The complete set of surrogate candidates serves as a representative replacement
for the complete "text" that is available in the DOM. The DSM’s complete set of
surrogate candidates may also be filtered, so as to focus its representation of the
meaning of a document. Thus, extracting all the surrogate candidates from a DSM
does not necessarily result in the entire "text" of the document; it may be a shorter
representative "text" that gives a fair impression of the complete "text." Each indi-
vidual surrogate node is not expected to be representative of the entire document,
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although the intention is that some collection of these nodes will be able to serve as
a representative document surrogate.
Surrogate candidate nodes can be formed in numerous ways. For example, com-
binFormation begins constructing the DSM at document parse time. The general
approach is to break the complete "text" into small chunks. Then, based on a num-
ber of heuristics, chunks are discarded, combined, and otherwise manipulated to
create surrogate candidates. Text formatting, script code and stylesheet blocks are
discarded as non-informative text. Surrogate candidates often span across multiple
HTML tags, combining chunks of the document "text." In this way, some DOM nodes
are effectively merged. The resulting surrogate candidate uses only a single parent
node. Less meaningful chunks of the "text" are discarded, thus making the final set
of surrogate candidates more summative and less of a complete representation of the
document "text".
Once the DSM has been constructed, the task is then to somehow use the in-
formation present in the structure to perform a second pass of filtering, based on
surrogate tag pattern features. The DSM facilitates this task by making the extrac-
tion of tag patterns a trivial operation. After the DSM is fully created, it is easy to
walk the tree from a given surrogate candidate and determine the tags of its parent
and children. Unlike with a standard DOM, there is no extra information that would
require further processing at this stage.
Since the problem we are dealing with is candidate surrogate selection, it makes
sense to use structures in which surrogate candidates are first class objects. All
document data that does not pertain to the surrogates, or the important document
structure in which they reside, is removed. As a result, there is far less clutter to deal
with when extracting feature information.
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D. Pattern Recognition Approach
The pattern recognition approach begins by employing Principle Components Anal-
ysis to reduce the dimensionality of the training data so that we, as researchers, can
see how the features are contributing to that data’s separability. Next, a pattern
classifier is used to classify encountered data points based on a model of the training
data. Finally, a cross-validation method maximizes our utilization of the data by
rotating which data is used for training, and which for validation.
As described in Table I, our feature space is 12-dimensional for image surrogates
and 10-dimensional for text surrogates. Due to the dimensionality of the feature
space, it is difficult for a human to see the underlying structure in the data. It is
necessary to see this structure in order to define a pattern recognition apparatus that
is suited to the data. For this reason, we employed Principal Component Analysis
(PCA) to project the data onto a two-dimensional subspace [4].
For those that are unfamiliar with this technique, geometrically, PCA can be
thought of as a rotation of the axes of the original coordinate system (basis vectors)
along the directions of maximum variance in the data. These directions define a new
set of orthogonal axes, which are ordered by decreasing amount of variance in the
original data. Dimensions in the resulting space that account for less variation can
be discarded, resulting in a low-dimensional projection that retains only the highest
variance dimensions. 2D PCA scatter plots are an effective tool for visualizing the
structure of high-dimensional data, even though the resulting projections cannot be
directly interpreted in terms of the measurement units of the original feature space.
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1. Pattern Classifier
A quadratic classifier was chosen for the automatic classification of surrogates. The
quadratic classifier assumes that each class (i.e., junk vs. non-junk) is normally
distributed with mean µi and covariance matrix Σi (i = {junk, non_junk}):
P (x|ωi) =
1
(2pi)D/2|Σi|1/2
exp
(
−
1
2
(x− µi)
TΣ−1i (x− µi)
)
(4.1)
where x is the feature vector associated with a given surrogate. Following the Max-
imum A Posteriori principle [46], surrogate x is classified according to the decision
rule:
x ∈


junk ifP (junk|x) > P (non_junk|x),
non_junk otherwise.
(4.2)
where P (junk|x) and P (non_junk|x) is the probability of a surrogate being junk or
non_junk, respectively, given the feature vector x. These functions are also known
as posterior probabilities because they define the likelihood of an event (e.g., junk
surrogate) after measurement x is taken. Applying Bayes rule, the decision rule in
(4.2) can be expressed as:
x ∈


junk if
P (x|junk)
P (x|non_junk)
>
P (non_junk)
P (junk)
non_junk otherwise
(4.3)
where P (junk) is the frequency of junk surrogates, also known as the prior probability,
and P (x|junk) is the density of examples for the junk class, which by equation (4.1)
we assume to be normally distributed. P (non_junk) and P (x|non_junk) are defined
similarly. Merging equations (4.1) and (4.3) and taking natural logarithms:
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x ∈


junk if gjunk(x) > gnon_junk(x)
non_junk otherwise
(4.4)
where:
gi(x) = −
1
2
(x− µi)
TΣ−1i (x− µi)−
1
2
log |Σi|+ logP (ωi). (4.5)
To build a quadratic classifier one need only compute the mean mi and covariance
matrices Σi of each class from training data, estimate the prior probabilities from the
expected frequency of junk and non_junk surrogates, and plug these parameters into
equations (4.4) and (4.5).
2. Cross-Validation Method
The performance of the quadratic classifier is estimated by means of k-fold cross-
validation [46, 4]. In this approach, the dataset is divided into k non-overlapping
subsets (or folds). For the i-th fold, data from the remaining k-1 subsets is used as
training data to estimate the model parameters in equations (4.4) and (4.5), whereas
data from the i-th subset is used as a validation set. In this way, each example in the
dataset is used once for validation and k-1 times for training, making the best use of
all the data available. 5-fold cross-validation, which corresponds to a (80/20) split,
was used for all experiments.
E. Experiments
1. Datasets
We constructed three types of datasets to validate our surrogate classification ap-
proach. In each of the three cases, the data consisted of two classes: “junk” surro-
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gates and “non-junk” surrogates. The first dataset, which we refer to as the Structured
Collection, consists of sites selected by the experimenter based on their informative
value, or by carefully crafted Google search terms. These sites tended to be well
structured and maintained, which suggests that they are automatically generated by
publishing systems that utilize templates. The Structured Collection consists of three
primary types of sites, news sites (e.g., cnn.com), EverQuest II sites, and travel sites
for Costa Rica and Venezuela. This gave us a fair sample of sites that were structured
to cover specific topics. The second set, referred to as the Non-Structured Collection,
results from doing broad Google searches on a set of general terms. These sites are
likely to be small web sites or personal web pages with varied design patterns. The
Non-Structured Collection contains a wide range of sites, combinFormation [23, 5]
was seeded using Google searches on the following terms: cars, research, collections,
fashion, personal web sites, travel, about me, fun, health, and gaming. Combining
the Structured Collection, and the Non-Structured Collection made the third dataset,
the Complete Set.
The Structured and Non-Structured Collections were constructed with the help of
a human experimenter working with a modified version of combinFormation. Using
the cut tool in combinFormation, the experimenter could then manually label the
visual surrogates as “junk” or “non-junk”. The resulting feature vector, class name
and the surrogate’s URL were then saved to disk. Overall the complete set included
1,496 different samples from 631 different pages over 142 different domains. This set
is not comprehensive but does cover a wide range of site styles and topics. Multiple
experimenters worked simultaneously with different combinFormation seed sets [5].
The files were then merged together after the experimenters finished.
Although the labeling of surrogates was partially subjective, experimenters were
given consistent instructions and guidelines concerning what to consider as junk and
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non-junk. Performance in this problem space is inherently interpretive, involving
some subjectivity. Thus, giving individual experimenters a role that includes sub-
jective interpretation seems appropriate. We believe that a set of human experts
is capable of making decisions about classification that will be acceptable in most
cases. The role of the experts who construct training sets is similar to that of “corpus
editors” [47]. In both cases, we observe that there may be ethnographic issues in
choosing a representative set of experts. These issues deserve further study, as they
are relevant to training set or ontology construction in any situation in which the
classification is a partially subjective.
2. Results
PCA projections were constructed for each dataset in order to obtain a visual sense of
the underlying structure of the data. On each PCA scatter plot (Figures 10 - 15), blue
solid crosses represent junk surrogates, while red outlined circles represent non-junk
surrogates. Ellipses have been drawn to show the equiprobable contours 2 standard
deviations away from the mean. This corresponds to the boundary that contains
95% of the data for each class. The center of each ellipse represents the mean of the
distribution for the given class. A data sample of the appropriate class is most likely
to be found near the mean.
3. The Structured Collection
Shown in Figure 10, the PCA projection for text surrogates in the Structured Col-
lection indicates that the majority of the junk samples cluster in a more confined
region of feature space than non-junk samples. The distributions for junk and non-
junk appear to be unimodal. The distribution of the text data looks Gaussian, with
the non-junk apparently more symmetric around the mean than the junk. For the
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Fig. 10. 2D PCA scatter plot of text surrogate candidates in the Structured Collection.
image surrogates, the distribution looks less Gaussian, and so the assumption of the
classifier might be questioned (see Figure 11). Classification performance with 5-fold
cross-validation was estimated at 79% (10% standard deviation) for text surrogates,
and 75% (10% s.d.) for image surrogates. The lower classification performance for
image surrogates is consistent with the observation that its feature space is notice-
ably less Gaussian than the text surrogate space. This result suggests that better
performance may be obtained with alternative classification algorithms.
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Fig. 11. 2D PCA scatter plot of image surrogate candidates in the Structured Collec-
tion.
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Table II. Test data characteristics and performance results with cross validation.
4. The Non-Structured Collection
The PCA projections for the Non-Structured Collection (Figure 12 and Figure 13)
show a very similar structure to the one for the structured pages, both for the text and
image feature spaces. This suggests that the sample distributions are fairly general
over a wider range of web sites. This is an encouraging sign for using one classification
method over diverse sites. The classification rate is again hampered by the fact that
the distribution of junk data and non-junk data is not strictly Gaussian, which violates
the main assumption of the quadratic classifier. However, class separability for the
Non-Structured Collections is higher than in the Structured Collection, as indicated
by the 5-fold cross-validation estimates: 82% (4% s.d.) for text surrogates, and 82%
(14% s.d.) for image surrogates.
5. The Complete Set
The PCA projections for the Complete Set (Figure 14 and Figure 15), are very similar
to the projections for the Structured and Non-Structured Collections. As before,
the data appears to be unimodal, but not strictly Gaussian. At the same time, the
Complete Set appears more Gaussian than the separate individual data sets. That the
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Fig. 12. 2D PCA scatter plot of text surrogate candidates in the Non-Structured Col-
lection.
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Fig. 13. 2D PCA scatter plot of image surrogate candidates.
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Fig. 14. 2D PCA scatter plot of text surrogate candidates in the Complete Set.
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Fig. 15. 2D PCA scatter plot of image surrogate candidates in the Complete Set.
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shape of the distribution grows more Gaussian as the amount and diversity of the data
increases indicates that this classification method is applicable to HTML documents in
general. Classification performance with 5-fold cross validation was estimated at 82%
(5% s.d.) for text, and 78% (7%) for images. These average performance values are
within the bounds defined by the performance on each separate collection, indicating
that the quadratic classifier is able to find structure that is common to both types of
web pages. It is interesting to note that the standard deviation for the Complete Set
on the image feature space is half of that for either Collection, a result that may be
partially explained by the fact that the Complete Set has more surrogate examples,
and therefore lower variability from fold to fold. The lower variance of the Complete
Set also suggests that the quadratic classifier becomes more stable when trained on
a more diverse sample of web pages.
F. Discussion
Performance measures for the three datasets and feature spaces are summarized in
Table II. The average performance of the quadratic classifier (80%) is significantly
above chance level (50%), indicating that the selected features in Table I do con-
tain discriminatory power about the information content of the candidate surrogates.
However, the standard deviation across folds is somewhat high, particularly for the
smaller Collections. We believe this is due to the presence of outliers in the data,
which may have been caused by labeling errors made by the human experts.
The PCA projections and classification results indicate that there is significant
discriminatory structure in the data. The question remains as to the extent to which
this structure is successfully captured by a quadratic classifier, since the class densities
are clearly asymmetric. Nonetheless, the utilization of a quadratic classifier is a
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successful initial move towards the application of pattern recognition techniques to
the problem of identifying junk surrogate candidates.
Our first algorithmic approach incorporates features of DOM into surrogate for-
mation and classification. It forms a linear set of surrogates from the document and
filters them later. This strategy does not make sufficient use of the document’s pow-
erful tree structure. Before developing the new algorithm, we had to collect and label
better test collection for validation. Thus, the next chapter presents the test collec-
tion system which enables us to systematically collect and label the test data for the
evaluation of the new algorithm.
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CHAPTER V
TEST COLLECTION MANAGEMENT AND LABELING SYSTEM
The problem with the algorithm presented in the previous chapter was the presence
of outliers in the test data. Thus, we set out to collect test data more systematically.
Many information retrieval or information extraction researchers use test collec-
tions to validate their algorithm performance with the metrics such as precision and
recall computed in reference to a test collection [48]. The test collection consists of a
set of documents, a clearly formed problem that an algorithm is supposed to provide
solutions to. A test collection is labeled, that is, annotated with the answers that
the algorithm should produce when executed on the documents. Test collections are
an important factor in research validation, so they need to be built objectively and
maintained consistently. There are publicly available test collections, developed by
institutions such as TREC [49]. However, the documents in those collections are not
labeled in a manner appropriate for all information retrieval and extraction research
problems. Thus, researchers since the initiation of the Open Video test collection [50]
and before have needed to build and label their own test collections.
To lighten researchers’ burden of building their own test collections, we developed
a test collection management and labeling system (TCMLS). A systematic mechanism
for building test collections eliminates errors and enforces consistency in labeling
practices. In addition, the system that manages test collections facilitates usability
in the process of building test collections, applying them to validate algorithms, and
potentially sharing them across the research community.
The system is designed in a client-server model. The client is implemented as a
Firefox browser extension, which enables researchers to collect and label any HTML
documents using their browser. The extension sends a service request message, such
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as what document needs to be labeled. The server, which is built using the open
source Semantic Distributed Computing Services [51], performs the requested service,
such as uploading a copy of the document, and sends a response, including result
status. The client and server specify the request and response message format using
XML. If the message does not follow the specified syntax and semantics, the server
will ignore it.
This section starts by examining related work addressing the need for managing
test collections. Then, we present the design of the TCMLS, in the context of our
research problem, which involves extracting informative parts from web documents.
We describe how the system works, and how we are using it. We close by discussing
how this work can meet the research community’s needs.
A. Background
Various test collections have been used throughout the years for the evaluation of
information retrieval systems. TREC provides a set of large reference test collections
that are extensively used by researchers [49]. TREC collections have included Web
Test Collections, the Blog Track, the Query Track, the Question Answering Track,
and the SPAM Track. It also supported a video track devoted to research in au-
tomatic segmentation, indexing, and content-based retrieval of digital video, which
then emerged as independent [52]. INEX is an initiative for the evaluation of XML
retrieval [53]. This initiative provides an opportunity for participants to contribute
to the construction of a large test collection and to evaluate their retrieval methods
using uniform scoring procedures and a forum to compare their results.
This would seem to be a large set of test collections. However, in fact, the util-
ity of these collections for research is limited to the evaluation of an important but
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small set of possible information retrieval and extraction problems. To address this
limitation, many researchers build their own test collections to enable conducting per-
formance evaluation. For example, Dakka et al. could not rely on the above popular
research collections because the collections do not include the variety of alternative
news sources in news portals, which is critical in their research [54]. Instead, they
collected news articles crawled and processed by Newsblaster [55] and conducted user
studies to collect their associated relevance judgments for their experiments. Liu et
al. collected PDF documents from various sources, which they use to conduct a user
study to evaluate the quality of their table detection algorithm [56]. Song et al.,
solving an information extraction problem similar to ours, collected 600 web docu-
ments from 405 sites in 3 categories in Yahoo: news, science and shopping [57]. Both
research problems involve using the Document Object Model (DOM) tree representa-
tion of an HTML document [2] to identify document components. They created their
own tool for labeling importance of blocks in web documents. Five human assessors
manually labeled blocks in the documents with importance values. They then used
this labeled test collection to assess the precision of their extensions to the VIPS algo-
rithm for automatically assessing block importance [58]. A disadvantage of this tool
is that instead of being able to label any DOM nodes, the blocks that can be labeled
are only those identified by VIPS. Thus, the tool has limited extensibility for building
test collections for validating solutions to different research problems. However, the
TCMLS system can label any informative blocks in documents, as well as specific
metadata, such as images and image captions.
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B. System Design
Building a test collection is conducted through three stages. The first stage is defining
how documents will be labeled and categorized. The next is interactively collecting
and labeling documents. Finally, algorithms operate on the test collection, and com-
pare their results with the labels. This paper focuses on the processes of first two
stages, which the TCMLS is being developed to support. We designed the system in
a client-server model in order to manage a central test collection repository.
This section presents the semantics with which our test collection documents
can be labeled. Once such semantics are defined, the test collection can be formed.
TCMLS usage begins with the user identifying each document to collect, in response
to which the TCMLS stores a copy of the document and its media assets in its
repository. Next, the user applies the semantics to each test collection document
using the TCMLS, and the system stores the labels with the associated document in
the repository.
1. Document Labeling Semantics
We defined labeling semantics for the research problem of extracting informative
images and text from a document. Table III describes these labeling semantics.
The labels are annotated to the appropriate DOM nodes (elements) in an HTML
document. We also enable labeling the document as a whole as belonging to one or
another category. So far, in our case, the category labels for documents are either
“news article” or “news index”. The labeling semantics are coded in the TCMLS.
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Table III. Document labeling semantics for the test collection to validate informative
images and text extraction algorithm.
category The category the test document belongs to.
partition
For partitioning a document to identify semantic
sub-trees of informative context. Partitions are
not nested or overlapping in the DOM tree.
inform_img
Label informative image with an appropriate
caption and the best field true for the one best
representing the content.
inform_text Label informative text.
noninform_text
Label non-informative text only within a block
informative text to restrict scope of the labeling.
caption
Mark as a caption text that describes an
informative image.
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Fig. 16. Example of nodes highlighted with Modified DOM Inspector and labels as-
signed to the test collection document.
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2. Interactive Collecting and Labeling Client
The TCMLS client enables researchers to collect any HTML document using their
browser. It is implemented using the DOM Inspector (DI) [48], an open source Firefox
extension. DI enables the user to examine the hierarchical DOM tree of the HTML
source code of a web document [59]. The DI already contains a built-in feature that
allows the user to add, edit, or remove attributes of document elements. When you
click an HTML element in the DI, the corresponding document block is highlighted
with a red rectangle box in the browser (see Figure 16). Details about the HTML
element, in the form of attribute value pairs, are displayed. We extended this software
by creating the aptly named Modified DOM Inspector (MDI), which enables the user
to easily label appropriate nodes in test collection documents.
3. Identify Each Document to Collect
Figure 17 shows the buttons that we added to the MDI to enable the user to apply
label semantics to a DOM element. The researcher uses Firefox to browse. She selects
a document to collect, and assigns a category from the set offered by the Modified
DOM Inspector. She clicks the URL to Server button (see Figure 17). Then, the MDI
extension forms the collect_document message, in XML, which requests the system
server to store a document in the test collection repository, as follows:
<collect_document category="" url="" datetime=""/>
In the collect_document message, the category field specifies the category se-
lected with the interface. The url field is for the document URL that the researcher
is collecting, and the datetime is the time that the message is sent to the server.
This step, and the subsequent performance of the service to store the document in
the test collection repository, must be performed prior to interactive labeling.
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Fig. 17. Modified DOM Inspector: URL to Server button stores document in repos-
itory. Semantic buttons (right) label selected HTML element. Save XML
button stores labeling in repository.
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Fig. 18. Above: an example test web page (index.html) and associated resource image
(_42687225_matty_pa203b.jpg) stored in the repository; Below: the direc-
tory structure stored for the Above test web page in the repository.
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4. Store the Document in Repository
When the server receives the collect_document message, it performs the service by
connecting to the specified URL, retrieving the document, and storing it and refer-
enced resources such as images and JavaScript in the repository. As the documents
themselves and the associated resources can be changed or removed, we stored copies.
This requires resolving all URLs for referenced resources into relative paths stored in
the repository. Hyperlinked documents were not stored and links to them were not
transformed. The TCMLS stores and fixes resource references in order to preserve
complete visual copies of each document (see Figure 18).
Some HTML documents do not follow the specification completely because even
though there are some missing ending tags, the browser renders those documents
without any problem. Thus, a typical XML parser is unable to form the DOM tree
from them. To address this issue, we use JTidy [60], a syntax checker and pretty
printer. JTidy cleans up malformed and faulty HTML, so that the TCMLS can build
DOM trees from any document in the test collection repository.
Upon forming the DOM for an HTML document, the system also generates a
unique identification number, tag_id, for each HTML element in test documents.
This enables the cross-reference between the label and the test document in sepa-
rate files. The generated tag_id was added as an attribute in each element in test
documents in the repository. The following is the example from a test document.
<html tag_id="0_1144" lang="en">
<head tag_id="1_39">
We used the depth-first-search (DFS) algorithm to generate tag_id. The DFS algo-
rithm records the discovery time and the finishing time as each element in the DOM
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HTML
HEAD
TITLE
BODY
DIV
0_9
1_4
2_3
5_8
6_7
generate_tag_id(node n)
{
n.pretime = time++;   
      for each v child of n
              generate_tag_id(v);
n.posttime = time++;
n.tag_id = n.pretime + ?_? + n.posttime;
}
time=0;
generate_tag_id(root_node);
Fig. 19. Generate tag_id of each HTML tag by traversing the DOM tree with DFS
algorithm. The left diagram shows the DOM tree, with each tag_id generated
by algorithm (right).
tree is traversed. We defined the tag_id by combining the discovery time and fin-
ishing time. The tag_id is unique in the DOM tree, and also provides parent-child
relationship among the elements in the DOM by inspection of the number range in
the tag_id.
For example, in Figure 19 left, document elements have been labeled with tag_id.
The tag_id of the HTML is 0_9, the HEAD is 1_4, and the BODY is 5_8. The
starting and ending range of the tag_id shows that the HTML element is the parent
of both the TITLE and the HEAD, and that the TITLE is in the different tree from
the BODY. Knowing the parent-child relationship helps researchers to label the test
documents without having redundant labels inside the same sub-tree. It also helps
to locate the labeled tags in the test documents. This is a more efficient way to label
DOM node relationships than XPath, which has functionalities to find relative nodes,
because XPath incurs tree traversal iterations to operate, while our tag_id directly
represents parent/child relationships.
After the system server processes the request to store the document in the repos-
itory, it sends the client a response. The response is either ok_response (the request
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Fig. 20. Interface for labeling the informative image with its caption in the Modified
DOM Inspector.
has been successfully finished) or error_response (the request failed to be performed
by the server). When the client receives the ok_response, the browser redirects to
the test document URL stored in the repository, so that researchers can label it.
5. Label Each Document
The MDI is used to label each document, with the semantics described in Table III,
by clicking labeling buttons (see Figure 17, right). When an img element is selected,
another view appears (see Figure 20). This view enables labeling each image as
informative or not, and, in the former case, for one or more captions to be associated.
A dropdown checklist will contain all captions that have been labeled through the
interface in Figure 20. The user can check and uncheck captions to associate them
with the correct image.
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6. Store Labels in Repository
When the user has finished labeling a document, she clicks the Save XML button
(see Figure 17). Then, a function recursively walks through the HTML DOM tree
with the DFS algorithm, and checks for the annotation of the labels. Each label
is represented with its tag_id to form compact XML that represents the labeling.
Post-processing is performed to clean up the XML, such that partition labels are
ordered from least to greatest, and each inform_img is associated with the correct
caption. The completed XML labeling string is sent to the server to store in the
repository. Here is an example:
<document
url="http://csdll.cs.tamu.edu:9080/TestCollections/websites/
News/1176757087819/" title="BBC NEWS | UK | England | Berkshire |
Friendly fire pilot back in Iraq">
<partition_set>
<partition id="0" tag_id="362_700">
<noninform_text_set>
<noninform_text tag_id="428_433"/>
<noninform_text tag_id="434_449"/>
</noninform_text_set>
<inform_text_set>
<inform_text tag_id="366_367"/>
<inform_text tag_id="372_451"/>
</inform_text_set>
<inform_img_set>
<inform_img tag_id="379"
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url="newsimg.bbc.co.uk/media/images/42687000/jpg/_42687225
_matty_pa203b.jpg" best="true">
<caption_set>
<caption tag_id="380_381" value="L/Cpl Matty Hull died
four years ago in the attack in Basra"/>
</caption_set>
</inform_img>
</inform_img_set>
</partition>
</partition_set>
</document>
The label_document message encapsulates the XML labeling string, to send it
to the server for storage in the repository:
<label_document>
XML labeling string
</label_document>
C. Building the Test Collection
All the built test collections can be browsed from http://csdll.cs.tamu.edu:
9080/TestCollections/websites/. The directory structure is based on the selected
category of test documents. If a user clicks a category, all the collected documents
under the category are listed. Users can easily browse and download the test docu-
ments with the label XML files.
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D. Discussion
We have developed a system to reduce researchers’ tedious task of test collection
management and labeling. With minimal training, two undergraduate students and
one graduate student were able to use the system to collect and label more than 500
documents. The collected documents were further utilized in the evaluation of the
algorithm presented in the next chapter.
The system provides usability for iteratively building test collections. It facili-
tates algorithm validation. As they are developed, test collections are published on
the web, enabling sharing by the research community. By installing the browser ex-
tension on Firefox, other researchers can also contribute to the test collection. They
can browse and download the built collection, and use it for the algorithm validation.
Our goal is to maintain our system to enable sharing and extending collections among
the research community, to support algorithm development efforts.
While institutionalized test collections have been developed to promote solutions
to important research problems, there is a world of important research problems they
have not addressed. However, test collections are necessary for much research on
information retrieval and extraction. The burden of creating test collections may
function as a barrier to entry for important new research areas. The present research
develops tools to support test collection management and labeling. It thus has the
potential to facilitate the diversification of research efforts in the fields of information
retrieval and extraction, by reducing the efforts necessary to address research prob-
lems whose significance has not yet been institutionally acknowledged, but which
may turn out to be of great importance. The algorithm presented in the next chapter
addresses the research problem of forming visual representations for documents by
automatically extracting informative content. As the research area is new and the
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practitioners of similar research have not publicly provided test collections, we built
our own test collection with this test collection system to evaluate our algorithm.
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CHAPTER VI
INFORMATION EXTRACTION ALGORITHM: EXTRACTING IMAGE+TEXT
SURROGATES VIA RECOGNIZING INFORMATIVE CONTENT FROM WEB
PAGES
This chapter presents an unsupervised algorithm that constructs an image+text rep-
resentations of documents. The goal of this algorithm is an automatic extraction of
informative contents from most web pages to form a visual representation, image+text
surrogates. In addition, we develop the algorithm to be performed as a component
in human centered interactive computing systems, so that when people search for
specific information, the algorithm can rapidly process the relevant documents and
generate image+text surrogates just in time for the user. Thus, we can apply our
algorithm not only in servers that index documents and extract surrogates, but also
in interactive systems to generate surrogates on the fly.
This algorithm improves upon our initial approach presented in Chapter IV by
eliminating dependency on training data and utilizing some of the discriminatory
features that contributed most in the classification. Our initial approach formed sur-
rogate candidates from any sub-tree in the DOM, and filters the non-informative sur-
rogates later. Instead, the new algorithm ranks the sub-trees, and determines which
of them is most important from the ranking, and then forms image+text surrogates
only from this sub-tree.
In order for the algorithm to work in real world contexts, we break the problem
down into three stages (Figure 21). We begin with the observation that some pages
on the web function as informative content pages (Figure 22 bottom), while others,
each of which consists essentially of a set of links, function as index pages (Figure 22
top). Thus, stage 1 of the algorithm recognizes whether a page is a content page or
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Recognize: 
does document 
contain informative 
content?
Stage 1
no
Recognize content 
body element that 
holds a sub-tree of 
informative content
Stage 2
Label document as 
index page
Extract informative 
images and text, 
contextual metadata, 
from the sub-tree
Stage 3
yes
Fig. 21. Three stages of our information extraction algorithm. Stage 1 determines
the page categorization, Stage 2 recognizes the informative sub-tree of the
content body page, and Stage 3 extracts representative images and text from
the sub-tree.
an index page. Moving forward, we observe that on the web, even within content
pages we find some areas that function primarily as navigation, while others are truly
informative. Thus, only for content pages, stage 2 of the algorithm identifies the
most informative content body within a content page (rectangle border in Figure 22
bottom), and discards the rest. Once this informative content body is identified, we
then set out, in stage 3, to form integrated image+text surrogates from within it.
This three stage method for extracting informative images and text from doc-
uments can be utilized in search engines and digital libraries to automatically form
representations of documents to present to users. Further, the output from stage 2 of
the present algorithm, which recognizes the informative parts of documents, can be
applied in other information extraction and retrieval problems and algorithms, as a
pre-processing stage, to improve their performance.
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Fig. 22. Top: Index page; Bottom: Content page with most informative content body
selected.
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A. Background
Extensive prior research addresses the problem of information extraction from web
pages. Detailed background about information extraction research is covered in the
survey papers such as [61, 62]. We focus on methods most relevant to the present
research.
Some research has applied visual features in information extraction algorithms.
The VIPS algorithm is based on visual layout [58]. Chen et al. also used the visual
information of pages rendered in the system [63]. A notable aspect of this research
is that it depends on using Microsoft Internet Explorer to perform the layout of web
pages, as an intermediate processing stage. A problem with this visual approach is
that it requires downloading images and rendering pages to extract features for the
algorithm; because this relies on networks downloads, this can be resource-intensive
for interactive systems. One end product of this work is the identification of significant
blocks in index pages. We are solving a different problem, which is to recognize the
most informative content body of a content page document, and then to extract
informative image+text surrogates from this block. Applying the visual features
with our approach may be beneficial but the present research establishes that it is not
essential. It is more significant for us to solve this extraction problem for interactive
systems, which must operate with fewer resources on diverse platforms.
B. Information Extraction Algorithm
Often, the algorithms and technologies are designed and implemented without fully
taking into account human cognitive abilities, the ways we perceive and handle in-
formation. That is, researchers and engineers often develop computing technologies
in relative isolation [64]. The goal of our information extraction algorithm presented
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in this section is based on knowledge of how people understand information with vi-
sual cognition. Thus, the algorithm is developed to recognize informative images and
text from web pages to form better representations. To handle the variety of content
presented in practice, we developed the three stages of procedure in Figure 21. We
starts from recognize the page categorization.
1. Categorize Index Page or Content Page
In order to categorize pages, we investigated the primary differences, which is that
only the content page contains the informative content body. Here are the main
differences between the content body and the other parts of pages:
1. The content body has a greater number of significant words than the other
parts.
2. The content body has very few words surrounded by the <a> tag compared to
the other parts. The words surrounded by the <a> tag mostly represent the
hyperlinked documents not the current document, so those words are not the
significant text for the current document.
3. The ratio of the stopword count to the total word count in the content body
is minimized in comparison to the other parts. The stopwords are words that
are very frequent, and do not carry meaning, such as ‘the’. We included web
stopwords such as ‘email’ or ‘advertisement’ in the stopwords list.
We developed DOM node ranking metrics that are designed to assign high weights to
DOM nodes that have the above content body characteristics. As the metrics utilize
the text in the node, the nodes that do not hold any text will be ignored. Here is the
DOM node ranking metric:
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Snode = nw(node.text)− nw(node.atext)
rank(node) = Snode︸ ︷︷ ︸
(1)
×
[
Snode
nw(node.text)
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
(2)
×
[
nw(node.text)− nstopw(node.text)
nw(node.text)
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
(3)
nw(text)= word counts of the text
nstopw(text)= stopword counts of the text
node.text= text that the DOM node is holding
node.atext= text that is surrounded by <a> tag and the DOM node is holding
The first parameter among the ranking metrics is (1), Snode, the significance. The
Snode shows how significant the node is for the current page based on the informative
textual content that the node is holding. The second parameter (2) indicates the
ratio of the significant words to the all the words, and the third parameter (3) shows
the ratio of non-stopwords to all the words. These parameters align with the char-
acteristics of content bodies, so the higher the number of significant words, the ratio
of the significant words, and the ratio of the non-stop words are then the higher the
rank of the node will be and the probability of the node to belong in content body
will become higher.
We created a data structure that maintains a certain number of highest rank
nodes in sorted order. While it is parsing a page and building the DOM tree, the
algorithm discovers DOM nodes and calculates ranking weights. The data structure
is filled by these nodes of which the ranks are larger than 0. The nodes for which
the rank is 0 contain text that is surrounded by links or stopwords. This sorted data
structure becomes updated with the newly discovered node by comparing with the
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lowest node in it. Thus, after the parsing is finished, the data structure will contain
the highest rank nodes present in the DOM tree.
Then, the algorithm iterates through the data structure to find a common parent
or grandparent node that holds these highest ranked nodes. If the algorithm cannot
find a common parent or grandparent node for these highest rank nodes, it recognizes
this page as an index page. Otherwise, the algorithm recognizes the page as a content
page, and the common parent node is identified as the content body node.
Instead of breaking down the document from the root DOM node, we took a
bottom-up approach from the highest ranked nodes to determine the content body.
If we took a top-down approach, we would need to calculate and compare the ranks
among different combinations of sub-trees in the DOM to find the fine-grain content
body. The bottom-up approach reduces the operation’s computational complexity
by maintaining the sorted data structure for the highest ranked nodes. Thus, the
algorithm determines the categorization of the page while it is parsing the HTML
page and building the DOM tree.
Algorithm 1 presents the procedure for categorization of an index page or a
content page and the diagram for the procedure is in Figure 23.
2. Recognize Informative Contents
The content body node determined by the previous algorithm holds the informative
text, but it does not necessarily hold the informative images. It mostly depends on
how pages are authored, but the common characteristic is that the informative images
reside in the same branch from the root DOM node and are close to the informative
text. The informative images reside in the context of where the informative text
is, and their closeness in the document structure shows the meaningful relationship
between images and text.
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Algorithm 1 Categorization of an index page or a content page
Require: an HTML page
Ensure: page category (either an index page or a content page)
1: SortedArrayList highRankNodes[k]; (sorted data structure, and k is an arbi-
trary number which is set to 10 in the current implementation)
2: Node contentBody;
3: while building a DOM do
4: Maintain the highRankNodes with the highest ranked nodes;
5: end while
6: while iterate highRankNodes do
7: Check the common parent node of the each entry;
8: end while
9: contentBody = the common parent or grandparent node that holds most of the
nodes in highRankNodes;
10: if contentBody.exist() then
11: return “content page”;
12: else
13: return “index page”;
14: end if
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Thus, we recognize the parent of the content body node as the root of the sub-
tree that holds informative content. The sub-tree is presented in Figure 23, (3) with
the triangle region.
3. Extract Representative Images and Text
After we determine the sub-tree that holds informative content, we select the infor-
mative images and text within it. Even in the informative sub-tree, there are non-
informative images such as copyright or icon images. Thus, in the selection process,
we utilize the characteristics of informative images:
• Representative images reside in the sub-tree of the nodes that hold informative
contents.
• Image Size: Not too small (width is lower than 24 and height is lower than the
35). Small images are usually icons or copyright images. Not high aspect ratio
(larger than 0.9). Navigation bars or advertisement images mostly have a high
aspect ratio.
• Texts in the image URL or alt attribute: Eliminate images that have ‘adv’, ‘ad’,
or ‘advertisement’ words.
In the image node, the size of the images may be defined in an HTML attribute,
but this markup may be missing. In such cases, we need to download the image
to determine the size of the image. We were trying to decide whether or not to
use images that have hyperlinks as a feature, but some sites show a bigger size of
the representative image with a hyperlink. Thus, we didn’t use it as our feature
to recognize the representative images. However, the most other cases, images that
have hyperlinks are highly probable to represent the hyperlink document not the
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HTML 
document
(1) While building document structure, 
find highest rank nodes.
highest rank nodes
(2) Recognize content-body node, by 
identifying the common parent or grand -
parent that hold highest rank nodes .
(3) Expand content body to recognize sub-tree 
that contains informative images and text .
sub-tree that contains 
informative content
informative imagecontent
body node
Fig. 23. The procedure of how the algorithm recognizes the content body node by
identifying the highest rank nodes in the DOM.
current document. Future research will use mime type of the hyperlink destination
to incorporate this feature.
Representative text is clipped from the informative texts that reside in the sub-
tree of the determined content body node. We can also extract a caption text by
finding the nearest text from the informative image in the DOM tree. We tried to
select the text surrogate that is similar to the caption text so that we can integrate
these as combined image+text surrogates.
C. Experiments
In this section, we report empirical results obtained by applying our proposed infor-
mation extraction algorithm to determine the categorization of web pages, identify
the content body of the pages, and recognize the representative images and text inside
the sub-tree of the content body. We present the performance result of the three parts
of our algorithm separately, and discuss the overall results. The results show that
our algorithm achieves significant performance in finding informative images and text
from documents by leveraging the DOM structure and semantic features associated
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with images and text.
1. Dataset
We collected a test data set for our experiment. So far, we collected 239 article pages
from news sites, which are 80 pages from CNN, 52 from the BBC, 54 from ABC, and
53 from Scientific American. We also collected index pages from same sites. They
are 27 pages from CNN, 77 pages from BBC, 23 from ABC, 36 from NYTimes, and
15 pages from Scientific American. We call this test data set as news collection. We
created another test data set calls research collection. In this collection, we collected
pages about research from university labs and from research center sites such NSF,
PARC, Microsoft Research, IBM Research, and Los Alamos Laboratory. We collected
151 research article pages and 103 research index pages.
The test data set is publicly available for sharing purposes at:
http://csdll.cs.tamu.edu:9080/TestCollections/websites/
2. Evaluation Metrics
In a statistical classification task, the precision for a class is the number of true
positive (i.e. the number of items correctly labeled as belonging to the class) divided
by the total number of elements labeled as belonging to the class (the sum of true
positives and false positives). Recall is defined as the number of true positives divided
by the total number of elements that actually belong to the class (i.e. the sum of true
positives and false negatives). F-measure is the weighted harmonic mean of precision
and recall. The traditional F-measure, known as F1, is the evenly weighted mean of
precision and recall. The accuracy is the ratio of the number of all correctly labeled
to the total number of elements.
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Table IV. Contingency table with the news collection: the experimental results of the
page categorization algorithm. ‘Correct’ means the correct category of the
pages, and ‘Assigned’ means the category assigned by the algorithm.
Correct=’Content’ Correct=’Index’
Assigned=’Content’ 275 25
Assigned=’Index’ 2 152
Total 277 177
Table V. Performance of page categorization algorithm with the news collection.
Precision 0.917
Recall 0.993
F1 0.953
Accuracy 0.941
Error 0.059
3. Experimental Results: Page Categorization
In the news collection, we had 277 content pages, and 177 index pages. The algorithm
recognized 275 pages correctly as content pages, while miscategorizing 2 pages. It also
recognized 152 pages correctly as index pages, and failed to categorize the remaining
25 pages (see Table IV). Table V shows the statistical analysis of the results in
Table IV. The precision is 0.917, recall is 0.993, and the F1 is 0.953. The results
demonstrate the effectiveness of the algorithm.
In the research collection, we had 151 content pages, and 103 index pages. The
algorithm determined 146 pages correctly as content pages and missed 5 pages. The
63 index pages are correctly categorized as index and the 40 index pages are catego-
rized incorrectly (Table VI). Thus, the precision of the algorithm with the research
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Table VI. Contingency table with the research collection: the experimental results of
the page categorization algorithm. ‘Correct’ means the correct category of
the pages, and ‘Assigned’ means the category assigned by the algorithm.
Correct=’Content’ Correct=’Index’
Assigned=’Content’ 146 40
Assigned=’Index’ 5 63
Total 151 103
Table VII. Performance of page categorization algorithm with the research collection.
Precision 0.785
Recall 0.967
F1 0.866
Accuracy 0.823
Error 0.177
collection is 0.785, recall is 0.967, and F1 is 0.866. The analysis result is in Table VII.
We integrated the news collection and research collection to analyze the perfor-
mance of the total collection. With the total collection, the prevision is 0.866, the
recall is 0.984, and the F1 is 0.921 (see Table VIII, IX).
We investigated the reason of low precision compared to recall by investigating
failed index pages in categorization. The reason is that these index pages contain
not only links but also substantial informative contents. One example of these pages
is in Figure 24. Small rectangle boxes in Figure 24 are highlighting the informative
content text, so the nodes holding the text will be ranked high. The parent node
of those nodes is holding all these node, so the algorithm will determine the parent
node as a content body. As this page has a content body, the categorization of the
algorithm will be identified as a content page.
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Table VIII. Contingency table with total test collection: the experimental results of
the page categorization algorithm. ‘Correct’ means the correct category of
the pages, and ‘Assigned’ means the category assigned by the algorithm.
Correct=’Content’ Correct=’Index’
Assigned=’Content’ 421 65
Assigned=’Index’ 7 215
Total 428 280
Table IX. Performance of page categorization algorithm with total test collection.
Precision 0.866
Recall 0.984
F1 0.921
Accuracy 0.898
Error 0.102
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One way to resolve this failure is to extract informative elements from the pages
because the failed pages do contain the representative images and text, or we will be
able to refine our algorithm and metrics to determine these pages as index pages. One
possibility is that after the algorithm determines the content body, rank the content
body node to determine whether it is the true content page or not by checking the
link threshold.
4. Experimental Results: Informative Content Body Detection
In the news collections, 237 pages are labeled among the 277 content pages for use in
our algorithm evaluation. The label contains where the content body is and what are
the informative images and text. Among the 237 labeled content pages, the content
body nodes of 203 pages are correctly determined. The accuracy of determining the
content body is 0.857, and the error is 0.143. Among the research test collection, 126
pages out of 146 labeled content pages are were correctly identified. The accuracy of
determining the content body is 0.863, and the error is 0.137.
We investigated pages that have failed in the content body detection. The al-
gorithm failed because the content body nodes detected by our algorithm were not
exactly the labeled nodes. However, the detected nodes were still holding the content
body. The example failure page in Figure 25 shows why we failed to determine the la-
beled content body. It is because it is difficult to judge the content body node for this
example. The labeled outer rectangle border shows what is labeled and it includes
the navigation parts in the right side. The inner rectangle border shows what the
algorithm determined as a content body, and it excludes the title part of the article.
However, there is no node that is holding both title and the article content in this
example page.
From this analysis, we find that our algorithm performs accurately in most cases,
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Fig. 24. One way to resolve this failure is to extract informative elements from the
pages because the failed pages do contain the representative images and text,
or we will be able to refine our algorithm and metrics to determine these
pages as index pages. One possibility is that after the algorithm determines
the content body, it ranks the content body node to determine whether it is
the true content page or not by checking the link threshold.
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but that sometimes it is hard to judge which node to identify as a content body that
holds informative element in its sub-tree.
5. Experiment Results: Informative Image Detection
Our algorithm correctly detected 222 images out of 237 pages that are labeled from
the news collection, and 128 images out of 146 pages. All of the pages from which the
algorithm did not extract informative images are text-only article pages and no label
for informative images as well. Therefore, we could determine all of the informative
images to represent the labeled article pages.
The performance of the image detection algorithm is better than the content
body detection algorithm because the error in the content body detection is not
really misidentifying the content body, as explained in the previous section. The
performance of informative image detection demonstrated that the representative
images all reside in the sub-tree of the content body detected from the routine of
the algorithm in the previous section. This means that from the correctly recognized
content pages, we can extract images and contextual text accurately.
As both the informative images and text reside in the sub-tree of the informative
content, in the same document context, we can associate the image with the text
from the content body node to form the image+text representations.
D. Discussion
The performance of the algorithm is promising. We found over 90% recall and F1
using all of the news collection, research collection, and total test collection. However,
the precision was on average 85% which is not as good as the recall and F1. It is
because the algorithm fails to categorize on the index pages that contain substantial
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Fig. 25. An example page that failed in determining the content body node. The outer
rectangle border shows what is labeled as the content body block, and the
inner rectangle border shows what the algorithm determined as the content
body.
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information about the hyperlinks. The algorithm struggles with these cases is not
surprising. Thus, future research will work on further defining the semantics of these
hybrid content-full index pages. Then, we can work on recognizing such pages, and
their components, and then extracting the useful information from them.
There is a similar related work by Song et al. that determines the important
block from web pages using the Support Vector Machine (SVM) and visual features
which are the page rendering information in the browser [57]. The visual features are
extracted by the VIPS algorithm, which is dependent on the Internet Explorer and
Windows platform. Thus, their algorithm can only run on Windows platform, and as
it needs to download and render the page, it adds more complexity to the algorithm.
Our algorithm develops a decision tree to best utilize the document structure, and
also eliminates the dependency on a training data by developing a new decision rule
for this specific problem. We could not compare the algorithm performance with the
same test collection because their test collection is not publicly available. Though,
we could compare with the same measure with same type of collections, news pages.
The performance of our algorithm with news collection was 95.3% F1 better than the
work by Song et al., 79% F1. This demonstrated that the visual features may helpful
but not critical.
The human experience of search engines and other listings of contents will be
enhanced by consistently representing entries using surrogates that combine images
and text, because these make better use of human cognitive facilities than text-only
representations. The present research presents a method for reliably extracting these
preferred representations from web pages. In the next chapter, we move to enhance
a new representation for collections, the composition space.
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CHAPTER VII
RESULTDISTRIBUTOR: GENERATING DIVERSE INFORMATION IN
MIXED-INITIATIVE COMPOSITION
To support people better in experiencing information, enhancing the representation
for collections is as important as the representation for individual documents, which
is addressed in the previous chapter. We develop new structures to improve our
new representation of collections, the composition space, which facilitates the human
experience of visual connections among surrogates. To ensure diverse information
from multiple sources to be presented evenly in the composition space, we developed a
new control structure, ResultDistributor. ResultDistributor promotes the generation
of diverse information from multiple sources in the mixed-initiative composition space.
Yahoo! Buzz is a web site that presents the top search queries made by users
on the Yahoo! Search engine. This is calculated as a Buzz score; where each point is
0.001% of users searching Yahoo! on that day [65]. The top Buzz areas are modally
categorized as Leaders (most searched subjects on that day) or Movers (greatest
increase in Buzz score from one day to the next) on six topics: Actors, Movies,
Music, Sports TV and Video Games. Thus, people who are interested in popular
media can use Buzz to access the day’s most popular topics. Considering the choices
offered by the Buzz site as a whole, with many searches in each category, results in a
large set of potential information resources for the human to browse through. With
the Yahoo! Buzz interface, for each category, the participant can navigate from the
list of top search queries to the top 15 search result pages and then to actual result
documents, giving them a taste of the day’s most popular content on the Internet.
For each Buzz topic and modality, combinFormation receives the set of the top
15 search queries. To represent this collection of searches to the participant, the
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system will need to retrieve the first 15 result documents for each search. If the
system naively processes searches, and then simply downloads result documents as
the results arrive, the order of arrival of documents will be heavily biased to the first
searches that are issued. Thus, we develop a refined control structure for generative
searching and browsing. It is a new system structure, the ResultDistributor, which
interleaves multiple searches to process large collections of searches and documents
in the order that makes sense for the participant. With the integration of the new
structure into combinFormation, a single composition space serves to represent and
connect the 225 documents that result from each Buzz area. Further, multiple areas
can be combined. Participants experienced combinFormation with this structure
as easier to use and more interesting, entertaining, and were able to explore more
diverse information than the typical browser interface. The research in this chapter
is published in ACM Multimedia 2007 [66].
A. ResultDistributor
combinFormation can be used to issue multiple searches at one time, in order to
combine and integrate results [23, 67, 24]. The Buzz scenario is an extreme case of
search combination. We combine searches with separate queries to search engines,
instead of combined “OR” searches, in order to meet the participant’s information
needs. Typical search engines allow “OR” searches to gather different information in
one space, but they show the results of the “OR” searches in page rank [68] order
of the total set of search results, without giving equal priority to each search query
the participant initiates. Example search results of a query, “apple OR orange”, in
Figure 26 show that most of search results are from “apple” and few are from “orange”.
Because “apple” is more well-known company than “orange” and many web pages are
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referring the “apple” sites, it is obvious that “apple” sites have higher rank value than
other “orange” sites. However, what participants expect when they explore multiple
searches are distributed results from all queries.
What is the appropriate structure for processing multiple concurrent searches?
In combinFormation, concurrent threads retrieve search results. If we naively queue
searches, and then simply download result documents as the results arrive, the order
of arrival of documents will be heavily biased to the first searches that are issued.
Another problem is that the connection and read times vary across result pages.
Inasmuch as the participant wants to compare and integrate information from across
the searches, this behavior is unacceptable. We need a control structure that gives
information from each search equal weighting in the retrieval order and presentation.
The idea is to balance the prioritization of bandwidth and CPU allocation across
searches and result pages.
The ResultDistributor structure is developed to combine results from multiple
searches equally. It processes multiple searches like a round-robin scheduling algo-
rithm. It assigns equal priority to each search and handles search results in order.
For example, the first result from the first search query will be processed equally with
the first result of the second search query, even though the page rank order of the two
search results are different. This control structure adjusts the order of downloading
and processing in breadth-first manner to even out the searches’ media contributions.
The first step performed by the ResultDistributor is to request all of the searches,
in order (see Figure 28). The ResultDistributor builds a data structure dynamically
based on the number of search queries and the number of search results returned
by the search engine(s) (see Figure 27). The number of search results may vary
across different search queries. This will be recognized while processing searches, so
the ResultDistributor can be aware of how processing proceeds for each search, and
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Fig. 26. Google’s OR search results from a query, “apple OR orange”. It only retrieves
two results about “orange” among the first ten search results.
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Fig. 27. Three concurrent processes in the ResultDistributor: (1) Process Search: add
results into the appropriate ResultSlice; (2) Process Result: download and
extract media from results in the ResultSlice. Move to the next ResultSlice
after it finishes all results in the current slice; (3) Adjust the expected number
of results in each ResultSlice.
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Input          : Search Queries (m)
Output       : Distributed Media extracted from Results
Procedure :       Start -> Process_Search(Qi) where 0 ≤ i < m
       Start -> Process_Result(a, b) where a=0, b=0
Process_Search( Q ) {
i=0;
while( !downloadDone ) {
Result = Q.parseNextResult();
ResultSlice[i].add(Result);
i++;
}
doneResult.add(i);
}
Process_Result( a, b ) {
if( b < ExpectedNum(a) ) {
Page = ResultSlice[a].get(b);
Page.extractMedia();
} else {
a++;  b=0;
Process_Result(a, b); 
}
}
ExpectedNum( n ) {
if( doneResult.remove(n) != null )
return (-- m );
return m;
}
Fig. 28. Pseudo code for the ResultDistributor.
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when it needs to terminate. While it processes searches, results are inserted into a
ResultSlice structure. The ResultSlice is a data structure that contains results of the
same ordinality from multiple searches. The first results of all searches are inserted
into ResultSlice 1. The second search results are inserted into ResultSlice 2, and so
on. As all searches have been queued and they are being processed, processing of the
first ResultSlice begins. Multiple concurrent worker threads are processing multiple
searches; it is not deterministic which search results will be downloaded and processed
first. Thus, results inserted into a single ResultSlice will be processed by the worker
threads in a first-come, first-served manner. However, the next slice will not begin
until processing the current slice completes.
The worker threads process search results starting from ResultSlice 1. They move
progressively to the next ResultSlice as they finish processing the expected number
of search results in the current ResultSlice. Let’s assume that there are m searches,
as in Figure 27. Consider a state in which the threads are processing ResultSlice 1,
and it contains only 3 results. In this case, the expected number of search results in
ResultSlice 1 is m. The current size of the ResultSlice is 3, so the ResultDistributor
will wait until it finishes processing the remaining m-3 results in ResultSlice 1 before
it goes to the next ResultSlice. The ResultDistributor sorts the order of downloading
and processing of result set documents, concurrently with the download of the result
sets themselves, as well as the documents.
It is important to continuously track the search processing status, because the
order of result processing depends on the number of searches in each ResultSlice.
When a particular search finishes processing all of its results, it notifies the Result-
Distributor to adjust the expected size of appropriate ResultSlices (Figure 28). For
example, ‘Search m’ in Figure 27 has only three results, so the expected number of
search results from ResultSlice 4 should be decreased by one. Even when a search
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engine is unavailable, the rest of the searches can be processed under this structure.
Either each read completes normally or exceptions, such as connection timeout, of
problem search pages cause notification to the ResultDistributor.
The ResultDistributor structure supports multiple searches either using a single
search engine, or with a combination of different search engines. combinFormation can
apply this structure in processing multiple queries from diverse search engines selected
by the participant, such as Google, Yahoo, Yahoo image, Flickr, and del.icio.us.
1. Yahoo Buzz with ResultDistributor
The ResultDistributor processes Yahoo Buzz in combinFormation. This allows par-
ticipants to browse popular media from all the top search queries in an area at one
time. combinFormation reads the Yahoo Buzz RSS feeds, which provide the fifteen
top search queries for each topic and using either Leaders or Movers. It processes
fifteen search results from fifteen top search queries in a ResultDistributor structure.
Thus, the system immediately handles 225 web pages at a time and extracts media
from them. Figure 29 presents a combinFormation composition space that resulted
from the topic ‘TV Leaders’ in Yahoo Buzz. All 15 search results are presented equally
in the space. A participant can directly browse top media without clicking links.
B. Balancing the Search Processing with Results
When the user launches combinFormation with a set of queries, it processes the
request by sending those queries to the search engines. Then, it sends those search
pages to a multithread structure, the DownloadMonitor, so that they can be retreated
and parsed to generate result pages. The DownloadMonitor is a queue that contains
the pages requested for downloading. As those search pages are processed one by one,
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Fig. 29. Browsing TV Leaders in Yahoo Buzz in combinFormation. Large texts in
rectangle boxes are labels added to identify the search queries of underlying
clustered media elements.
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result pages that are linked from the search pages get requested to be downloaded to
the DownloadMonitor. Thus, the DownloadMonitor downloads and processes all the
search pages first before it processes result pages.
This is not a problem if a user inputs few search queries. However, if a user
inputs many queries like the Buzz (15 search queries), the DownloadMonitor will
download and process fifteen search pages first, and then process result pages. If
Internet downloading speed is fast, this is not a big issue, however when the Internet
is slow, users will experience "combinFormation is doing nothing". This is because
result pages will not be processed until the 15 search pages have finished downloading,
and during this time no surrogates will be presented in combinFormaiton. The result
pages contain the information elements and media to be extracted, and search pages
have only links to those result pages.
In order to solve this issue, we implemented a waiting pipeline in the ResultDis-
tributor to the DownloadMonitor. The DownloadMonitor counts the search pages
that have been queued, and if they have been queued over the control limit, search
pages will be seated in the waiting pipeline in ResultDistributor. The queue count
will be reset when a result page is queued into the DownloadMonitor. This control
flow is to queue search and result pages in a balanced manner to the DownloadMon-
itor, so that users can experience information and media without waiting even when
the Internet speed is slow or when they put many search queries.
C. ResultDistributor Evaluation with Mixed-Initiative Composition
To assess the efficacy of the structurally enhanced combinFormation, we conducted a
controlled experiment in which participants engaged in a browsing and authoring task
using Yahoo Buzz. For each study condition, participants used either combinForma-
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tion or a typical toolset to browse and collect popular media. For the typical toolset,
Firefox was used for browsing and Microsoft Word for collecting interesting media.
For combinFormation, participants could browse and collect popular media with the
same mixed-initiative composition tool. In the study, participants were asked rating
and essay questions about their experiences. We also logged the URLs that they
browsed using each toolset.
1. Study Apparatus
The Study apparatus involves components for presenting the Buzz, for presenting
tasks and study conditions to participants, and for logging the participants’ browsing
activities.
For the experiment, we divided the six Yahoo Buzz topics into two subsets. This
was to eliminate carry-over effects that could result from conducting the same task
with same media, but using different toolsets in separate conditions. One subset
contains Sports, Music, and Video Games; the other subset contains Actors, Movies,
and TV. We created a front page for each subset and toolset, in which participants can
select interesting topics for them to browse during the study. The front page contains
six choices of the three categories with both Leaders and Movers. By brushing a
topic with mouse over, the fifteen top search queries are activated to appear on the
right side of the topic. Thus, during the study, participants could identify interesting
topics for them to browse.
When participants clicked one of topics on the front page, it opened either com-
binFormation or Firefox in a new window, to present the fifteen most popular searches.
The front page reads the live Yahoo Buzz RSS Feeds; however there was a JavaScript
security problem of reading and parsing XML from the other host inside the browser.
So, we created a servlet that reads Yahoo Buzz RSS with the topic as a parameter and
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outputs a live RSS string. The front page uses this servlet output to create dynamic
HTML pages, and present participants the everyday updated popular media.
We developed the study apparatus using a framework for conducting user studies
that is implemented with Javascript, Java Servlets, and XML. We defined the cur-
rent experiment steps, counter-balanced orders, and resources in an XML file, and
deployed the study to a server. The study Servlet rendered appropriate experimental
conditions for each participant. It recorded times, conditions and other data. As each
participant finished the study, data was stored in a repository in XML format.
There were two logging servers that recorded URLs participants browsed during
the study. One was an HTTPPostServer, which processed HTTP Post messages sent
from the browser. We used the Greasemonkey Firefox extension [69] to create a client
resident in the browser to log every URL the user browses. This is more efficient and
effective than using a proxy server. During a browsing task, the browser logging client
accumulates entries for each user browse action. When the task finishes, it sends an
HTTP Post message of the logs and a participant id to the logging server. The
server saves the logging data in XML files. The other server was a combinFormation
logging server, which records all the participants’ interactions using the system. The
combinFormation logging data is also saved in XML files.
2. Participants
Seven participants were involved in the study. They were college students, and their
majors were three computer science, two general studies, one electrical engineering,
and one economics. Six participants had never used combinFormation before, while
one had. We asked about their browsing and Internet usage patterns. Five of them
said they browse and search more than once a day and two said daily. We also
asked how often they browsed the Internet with no specific tasks (casual browsing);
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five of them said daily and two of them said a few times a week. The demographic
information showed that the students search and browse casually on a daily basis.
3. Procedure
Participants were seated in front of a computer system with two monitors. At the
beginning of the experiment, the experimenter introduced what the study was about
for approximately 2-3 minutes. Whenever the participants were not clear about the
experimental procedure, they could ask questions. The experimenter also explained
about what is combinFormation, and demonstrated how to use it. Then, participants
started the experiment.
The study phases consisted of pre-questionnaire, core-study, and post-questionnaire.
The pre-questionnaire asked about participants’ background. Next, in the core-study,
they performed two browsing and authoring tasks. The task was:
“The page below shows 3 topics: Music, Sports and Video Games. The
leaders are top queries in Yahoo. The movers represent queries that have
gained the most in the past day. Hold your mouse over a topic to see
what queries the leaders and movers contain. When you have decided to
proceed in searching a category, click on the leaders or movers to start the
search. If the current task is using combinFormation, the application will
start. If this task requires that you use a browser with Microsoft Word,
please open Microsoft Word by clicking on the icon on the Desktop. Col-
lect any pictures or text that you find interesting. Reference appropriate
information. Develop a collection that you could show to others to show
your interests. Arrange the collection in combinFormation or in Microsoft
Word in a way that expresses your interests clearly. If you are unhappy
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with what your searches are giving you, you may replace or mix searches
with combinFormation by clicking another category. If you are using a
typical browser, clicking another category will open a new window with
new search. If the current task is using combinFormation, use the inter-
est expression mechanism to get more relevant results. Express positive
interest in useful things, and negative interest in unhelpful things.”
Each task in the core-study took around 15-20 minutes. There were intermediate
questions after each task. Before conducting the task with combinFormation, there
was a brief practice session with combinFormation. In this session, participants used
combinFormation for few minutes to browse news. The study concluded with a post-
questionnaire, which asked about their experience using the two different toolsets.
The whole procedure lasted approximately an hour.
4. Study Design
A 2x2 within-subjects design was employed. The independent variable was the brows-
ing and authoring toolset. They were ‘mixed-initiative composition’ (combinForma-
tion) and ‘typical’ (Firefox + Microsoft Word). The order of using the two different
toolsets was counterbalanced. Each condition was associated with a different subset
of the Buzz; the subset was randomly assigned to the toolset, and these assignments
were also counterbalanced.
5. Results
We compared empirical logging data between two toolset conditions. For mixed-
initiative composition, we counted the entire source URLs associated with media
elements they browsed during the task. The results from logging data show that
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Fig. 30. Mixed-Initiative Composition enhances the diversity of media; Left: number
of diverse URLs they browsed; Right: Participants’ experience ratings about
media diversity.
participants were able to browse media from more different web pages using com-
binFormation than using the typical browser. On average, participants were able to
browse 70 pages during the task with Firefox, and they browsed approximately 144
pages with mixed-initiative composition (see Figure 30 left). The difference between
the numbers of browsing pages during the tasks was statistically significant [F (1,6)
= -6.071, p < 0.002]. The result indicates that the ResultsDistributor-enhanced
mixed-initiative composition lessens users’ efforts and time of following links while
experiencing popular media. It enhances the diversity of the media they experience.
In the intermediate questions, right after each browsing and authoring task, we
asked each participant about how diverse was the information that they browsed. The
answers were scaled from 1-5. We analyzed their answers, and the average rating score
for mixed-initiative composition was 3.0, and that for the typical toolset was 2.0 (see
Figure 30 right). With the Paired-Samples T-test, we found that participants sensed
that they could browse more diverse information using mixed-initiative composition
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(combinFormation) than using the typical browser [F (1,6) = -3.240, p < 0.018]. This
user experience result corresponds with the empirical result from logging data, which
confirmed the efficacy of the system for browsing diverse information.
In the post questionnaire, we asked participants about their subjective experience
of the tools for easy to use, how much they liked it, finding interesting/relevant
information, and entertaining (see Figure 31). Four participants answered that mixed-
initiative composition was easier to use for browsing and collecting; one said the
typical browser and Word, and two said both the same. The participant who selected
the typical toolset explained the reason as their unfamiliarity using combinFormation.
Participants who chose combinFormation expressed easiness of browsing different and
diverse information without the extra work of following links.
P6: “With the combinFormation technique it allows you to look at topics
in relationship to each other and it also gives you information from many
different sites. That gives you the ability to see the information on one
topic from different points and from sites you may never have found.”
P7: “It was sitting there right in front of you instead of you having to dig
and dig for information. Any of the big time things in the world or with
pop culture would pop up and it was everything you wanted to know.”
For the question about how much they liked the tools, three participants liked com-
binFormation better, two liked typical browser and Word, and the rest of two said
both the same. Participants who enjoy browsing diverse popular media out in the
world liked combinFormation. A couple of participants wanted to focus on specific
information, instead of to engage in exploration; they like the control provided by the
typical browser.
Then, participants were asked which tool they were able to find more interesting
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Fig. 31. Mixed-initiative composition is easier to use, more liked, finds more relevant
and interesting media, and is more entertaining to experience than the typical
toolset.
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and relevant information with while browsing. Three participants answered combin-
Formation, one said the typical browser, and the rest three said both the same. Par-
ticipants who found combinFormation useful said image media helped them browse
and understand current popular issues. A participant who chose the typical browser
said that using the browser he was more able to go directly to the relevant information
he wanted.
P2: “I always think about these... When we browse popular media, I need
to see just pictures not the texts... because it is easy to find something
using that picture. In that point, combinFormation is easy to browse what
I want.”
P1: “combinFormation is very useful to show current issues and just
browse”
The last question was which tool was more entertaining. All participants selected
combinFormation. They found combinFormation interesting and entertaining because
they could look at many different things at the same time more visually.
P4: “combinFormation is more visual than the browser, it is very inter-
esting”
P5: “It may help me to find current issues that many people talk about
these days. I will surely use it when I want to find a ‘something new’.”
P6: “combinFormation was more entertaining because it gave you many
things to look at the same time, giving you the ability to choose random
topics that you might not think about.”
The results showed that combinFormation was more favorable and appealing to par-
ticipants in the experience of browsing and authoring popular media than the typical
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toolset. Participants enjoyed browsing visual representations of media extracted from
different resources and authoring in a mixed-initiative composition space.
D. Background
What users need in experiencing multimedia is different from what they need for
searching for finding information in general. In the area of multimedia searching,
Jansen et al. noted that multimedia sessions and queries generally last longer than
Web searches [70]. The longer queries indicate an increased cognitive load for multi-
media searching. They found that multimedia requires greater interactivity between
the user and search engine, in comparison with general Web searching. An increase
in query and session lengths and in the number of viewed result pages in AltaVista
Multimedia search logs indicates the greater interactivity. A term level analysis indi-
cates the range of user information needs is broadening. Another study also reported
a broadening of information needs [71]. Web users are searching for an increasing
variety of multimedia topics.
Humans interact more and explore diverse information more in multimedia search-
ing than in Web searching. The present research develops the ResultDistributor to
broaden and diversify the media retrieved, and enhances interactive mechanisms of
the composition space to improve the multimedia experience. Lew et al. find that
we should focus as much as possible on the user who wants to explore media [72].
Decision makers need to explore an area to acquire valuable insight; thus, experiential
systems which stress the exploration aspect are greatly needed.
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E. Discussion
Using structurally enhanced combinFormation, participants could experience diverse
popular media and author creative media collections more easily and with a better
sense of entertainment than with typical tools. Since diversity is a measure of creative
ideation [1], this indicates that that combinFormation’s composition space promotes
a more creative experience. Accessing diverse media is enabled by the ResultDistrib-
utor, which prioritizes assignment of network and CPU for processing of document
links across search result sets. This ensures that the human participant receives a
compositional representation that balances the contributions of searches and their
results.
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CHAPTER VIII
CONCLUSION
“What information consumes is rather obvious: it consumes that atten-
tion of its recipients. Hence a wealth of information creates a poverty
of attention, and a need to allocate that attention efficiently among the
overabundance of information sources that might consume it.”
As in the above quote by Herbert Simon, people have limited time and attention
to acquire information from the web, which is a significant information resource.
The importance of retrieving relevant and related information has resulted in the
development of successful and powerful search engines, but the representation of
information resources has not been improved accordingly.
By conducting a user study to develop understanding of collecting practices, we
learned that people experience breakdowns. They are confronted with the problem
of how to see, understand, think about, and remember significant elements within
collections. Even though they built collections of elements that were useful, most
information elements are not utilized in relevant contexts of need because of limits in
human attention and memory. In order to address these problems, we develop two new
representations for collections, the image+text surrogate and the composition space.
The combination of image and text has been established to function as a cognitively
better representation than a text-only representation by empirical research due to its
visual characteristics that make use of complementary components of human working
memory. Also, we demonstrated that using a composition space, people can browse
more diverse information resources and develop more emergence of new ideas than
using the typical linear list format [1]. Thus, the present research develops new
methods to generate these representations that make better use of human attention.
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Our first method is an information extraction algorithm that recognizes informative
content within documents and extracts representative image and text clippings from
the informative content to generate image+text surrogates. The second method is
a new structure to process documents from multiple sources in a mixed-initiative
composition space, ensuring that the generation of diverse information is balanced
across different sources.
A. Image+Text Surrogate Extraction
We develop an information extraction algorithm to generate image+text surrogates
from documents. The image+text surrogates provide a fine-grained summary of the
document, so people can easily find and understand the document. Also, the visual
cue of the image helps people quickly recognize and re-find the document. The im-
age+text surrogates are formed by extracting a representative image from a given
document and combining it with an informative textual passage that reveals what
the associated part of the document is about.
We initially developed a surrogate classification algorithm to generate image+text
surrogates. The initial algorithm generated surrogate candidates from all parts of a
DOM tree, and classified informative or non-informative surrogate candidates with
a supervised learning algorithm. The average classification performance was 80%.
We developed ways to improve the algorithm. The new algorithm ranks sub-trees in
the DOM to find the highest rank sub-tree that contains information; then it forms
image+text surrogates only from that highest rank sub-tree. The new algorithm is a
structurally more accurate and efficient way to address this problem. Thus, it pro-
duces better performance results: 90% accuracy on average. The new algorithm is
developed as a decision tree, which utilizes the document’s structure and eliminates
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the dependency on training data by developing feature-based decision rules specific
to this problem.
The new algorithm is structured in three stages. First, it determines whether
the page is an index page or a content page. Then, the second stage recognizes the
most informative sub-tree in each content page. The third stage extracts representa-
tive image and text surrogates from the sub-tree. We divide the algorithm into three
stages in order to independently investigate the performance of each stage, enabling
componentized improvements. In addition, we can enlarge the applicability of the
algorithm to other information extraction and retrieval problems. For example, the
output of the first stage can be applied and integrated to other page categorization
algorithms and also search engines for crawling documents. Knowing the page type
will be beneficial for search engines. If the search engines can recognize pages as
index pages, they can determine their strategies to crawl the links in the pages for
indexing more documents. Thus, search engines can utilize the first stage of our algo-
rithm. Search engines can apply our algorithm to recognize the page type, determine
the quality of hyperlinks by seeing the surrounding text near each link and the link
importance itself, and finally decide to crawl more if necessary. The output of the
second stage can be applied as a pre-processing stage for other algorithms to improve
its performance. For example, a web page classification algorithm needs to find the
similarity among documents e.g., [73]. The second stage of our algorithm can elimi-
nate the noisy parts of documents that can disturb accurate similarity calculations.
So, before applying similarity measures among documents, we can pre-process the
document to determine the informative content in the document, and utilize only
the informative content in further procedures. Further, the integration of all three
stages can be utilized to represent the information resources in contexts such as search
engines or digital libraries.
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B. Implications for Search Engines
The problem addressed here is different from image search. Our problem is to visually
represent the documents returned by everyday searches. In contrast, image search is
designed to find the best matching images with queries that people form to specify
what they are looking for. We are not building a new search engine, like image search.
Rather, we are utilizing other document search engines by sending them queries and
receiving search result documents. Then, we process those result documents to gener-
ate image+text surrogates to provide significant visual cues about the search results,
so that people can easily find what they want. This can be the post-processing stage
for the existing search engines to represent their result documents (see Figure 32).
Or, while search engines are indexing documents, they can apply this algorithm to
form surrogates, and index the surrogates along with the documents’ other metadata.
These surrogates can be one form of metadata, which can be utilized to speed up and
enrich searching and browsing information.
While image search utilizes the text surrounding images and possibly image anal-
ysis techniques to find the relevant images to the queries, our research method recog-
nizes the image that could represent the document best by determining the distance
from the textual informative content in the DOM tree. We also utilize the text
surrounding images to develop the semantics of images, but it is to determine the
relevance of the images both to the document and to the query, not just to the query.
Currently, we are using the text surrounding images only in the process of recogniz-
ing relevance to the informative portion of the document. For future work, it will be
straight forward to measure the relevance of image surrogates to the query, so that
when there are several informative surrogates in a document, we can select one based
on the query relevance measure to best present what the user is looking for.
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Fig. 32. A flow of how our information extraction algorithm can be used with a typical
search engine to enhance the representation of results, and the overall user
experience.
The image+text surrogates are formed from significant informative content of
the document. If our algorithm cannot recognize the informative content from a
document, it means that the document itself does not contain meaningful information.
Search engines should not rank such documents highly, because the document will
less directly fulfill people’s information needs. It will consume their extra clicking
efforts and time.
Even if our algorithm can determine the informative content, there will be the
case that the algorithm cannot form quality surrogates with visual cues. This case
arises when the document contains only text information or all the images in the
document are not informative and representative. In this case, the rank of the docu-
ment should perhaps slightly be reduced, because it means that the document does
not contain informative content that is optimized for human cognition. (But the user
may need these documents depending on what alternatives are available.) Thus, the
quality of the available surrogates can be further incorporated into the document
ranking metrics for search engines. In addition, this research can be supplemented
by developing a method to generate alternative image representation for text-only
informative documents, such as a screenshot thumbnail.
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C. Further Improvements: Recognize Index-Content Pages
While we were analyzing the performance evaluation results, we identified that the
classification accuracy of index pages was lower than that of content pages. Thus,
we examined the index pages that were not correctly classified. We found that there
are index pages that are somewhat like content pages, but they still function as index
pages. These index pages contain substantial informative descriptions about other
documents, along with hyperlinks to those documents. These are the borderline
cases that our classification algorithm cannot recognize correctly, because the page
types are recognized by the existence of informative content. We call these borderline
pages index-content pages. A content page usually consists of an article about a
single particular topic. An index-content page consists of a set of representations
of other documents (see Figure 33). Each such representation in the index-content
pages is usually formed with title text surrounded by a hyperlink, a thumbnail image,
and a paragraph of description. The thumbnail image is associated with the same
hyperlink. We recognize this representation as exactly providing the ingredients for
forming image+text surrogates. Each index-content page consists of a set of these
image+text surrogates.
As our initial idea of classifying pages into index or content develops a decision
rule based on the existence of the substantial informative content, the index-content
pages cannot be classified correctly with the current rule. We need to develop a
second level rule to recognize these borderline cases.
Future work will address these borderline cases by developing a method to rec-
ognize the different patterns of the content body that arise between index-content
pages and content pages. As the index-content pages contain a set of surrogates with
a similar format, we can again apply a pattern recognition approach to determine
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Fig. 33. An example of an index-content page which could be recognized as a set of
surrogates. Each surrogate consists of a title within a hyperlink, a thumbnail
image, and a descriptive paragraph of text.
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the surrogate format and the repetition of the format inside the content body of the
index-content pages. We can also utilize the document structure by investigating how
the link node is structured with informative content inside the content body sub-tree.
Using the link threshold and patterns within the sub-tree of the content body node,
we will be able to develop a new decision rule to differentiate the content body node
of the index-content pages from that of the content pages.
After we can recognize such index-content pages, we can also develop methods
to extract those surrogate entries. As such pages contain the surrogate entries with
informative images and texts, we can form image+text surrogates for the hyperlink
documents with less computational complexity. For example, if an index-content page
contains six surrogate entries, we can form six image+text surrogates by processing
the one index-content page to extract those surrogate entries. Otherwise, we need to
process six documents to form six image+text surrogates. Extracting the surrogate
entries from these index pages will be beneficial to interactive systems like combinFor-
mation because the system can generate many informative surrogates by processing
a single page. Similarly, this will help search engines to find many informative doc-
uments in addition to the surrogates for the document by processing a single page,
which is more efficient and effective.
Even with these borderline cases, the performance of the algorithm is 90% accu-
racy on average and over 90% recall and F1, which proved the efficacy of the algorithm.
Because of the misclassification of the index-content pages, the precision of the al-
gorithm is lower than the recall and F1, 86% on average. The performance results
demonstrated that the algorithm can already automatically generate image+text sur-
rogates from most of documents accurately. Further, the results suggest that when
the algorithm incorporates the solutions for the borderline cases, the precision of the
algorithm will become higher, and will produce more accurate performance overall.
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D. Increasing Diversity in Mixed-Initiative Composition Space
Then, we move to our second new representation for collections, the composition
space. A composition space is an environment where people can compare, connect
and relate information visually in a collage form using direct manipulation. In a
mixed-initiative composition space, people can manipulate information based on their
understanding while generative agents continuously provide visual information. This
representation is designed to support information discovery, rather than simple finding
of a single fact. To ensure generation of diverse information in the mixed-initiative
composition space, we develop a new structure to control the processing order of
documents from multiple sources to be balanced across, like a round-robin scheduling
algorithm. User evaluation demonstrated that the participants were able to browse
more diverse information with the ResultDistributor-enhanced composition space.
Participants also found it easier and more entertaining to browse information in this
modality.
By seeing the diverse image+text surrogates generated in the ResultDistributor-
enhanced composition space, people can find, compare, and connect different informa-
tion in collections without clicking links or switching different window views. This rep-
resentation can facilitate the utilization of collections that may contain serendipitous
or important information. Since diversity is a measure of creative ideation [74], this
indicates that the ResultDistributor-enhanced composition space promotes a more
creative experience. In this new representation, people can experience more diverse
visual information, and manipulate the information according to their own way of
thinking and understanding. Thus, it will promote information discovery [75]. The
goal of information discovery tasks is not just finding information. It involves the
emergence of new ideas in the context of the stimulus of found information. The
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current search engine interfaces support people to find particular documents or infor-
mation, but don’t directly support people in developing ideas using found information.
Thus, providing a new representation, the mixed-initiative composition space, addi-
tionally for search results will promote people to experience information discovery
while finding information.
E. Summation
This research develops new visual representations for collections, an image+text sur-
rogate and a composition space. The visual representation of documents, image+text
surrogates can be applied in current search engine interfaces using the linear list for-
mat. The visual cues will help people to find information with better use of cognitive
resources. This is a small step of transforming interfaces both for people and search
engines, but we anticipate a big impact on people’s experiences. The second rep-
resentation, the composition space, advances further to help people to manipulate
information and see connections among different and diverse information. This is a
larger step of changing the paradigm for searching and collecting experiences. This
interface will support people to think about and understand information in different
ways, which can promote people to develop new ideas using found information. The
composition space is especially beneficial for people engaged in information discovery
tasks.
By applying these new visual representations to the interfaces of people’s every-
day means for interacting with information such as search engines, popular web sites,
file directory explorer, and digital libraries, people will be able to see, understand,
think about, and remember information more efficiently and effectively, with visual
cognition. This will change people’s everyday experience with information to be more
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enjoyable and pleasant. Further, the new representations provide an interactive affor-
dance to promote people to manipulate, think about, and develop new and different
ideas among found information. This transcends the limits of current interfaces.
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